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STEAMERS WERE
LAUNCHED TUESDAY

several original school yells
and
songs.
The score was 15 to
9
in favor of the R. H. S. boys. Fol
lowing
was
the lineup: Rangeley
High
school,
Perley
Mor
_
rill, r f
J. E. Peakes, 3 b.; Vance
Oakes, p .; W innie Raymond, s s

\rbar Day Observed in the Schools
—Other Rangeley Items.
! !^ar!
0akes« 1 f->‘
Herbert Lamb, 1

Everett Bailey, c.;
b.; Lynwood Ellis,
2 b.; Conrad Lamb, c f. Town, G.
(>'
® S*1 Vernon Stewart,
p.;
J °hui I hibodeau, c.; W arren Loomis, 2 !>.; Hayden Huntoon, 1 b.; Ray
Harnden, 3 b.; H. C. Riddle, c f.;
Clifford Watson, 1 f.; Howard Herrick, r f.; Carl Kempton, c f. Vance
° akes Pitched a fine game for the
sci10°i» striking out
several
fellow's.

Orrie Haley.
jof the stations will be provided with 11/117R/IflDI AI
Mrs. Geo. Getcihell left Monday for a telephone and as soon as a fire is * * L l i I U I \ l n L
her) home in Caribou.
discovered a call is sent in to
the i
The whist ^
flinch P ; ^
given |main station and a squad of men |
1 uesday n,ight under tlie joint auspic- j are at once sent to the scene.
es of Summit Rebekali Lodge
and
The material for the towers will
Lake View Temple Pythian Sisters*
he of medium O. H. steel,
for the benefit of the
graduating
houses will be painted slate
grey,j
class R. H. S. T4, was a grand* sucand each provided with a flag staff i
The
first
priezs
at
Uie fust priezs at
whist,
flag.
The watchman climbs the

FI AY
1J

I

TO BE OBSERVED

The Exercises in Cemetery in the Fore
noon-Address by J. Blaine
Morrison in the
M011 J- tower by means of a steel
ladder
Herbert
running up the trestle work, enter
Afternoon.
prizes;
ing the house on top by means of a

(Special Correspondence.)
Rangeley, May 19— Mrs.
Ada
,ia s^ rie P1
v' tre
Miss Beatrice L. Jones and
jpraguJ and Mrs. Bertha Patterson
Spiller.
The consolation
vft Saturday morning for Allerten
created much amusement and a flying
^odge where they will remain for two
trap door in the floor.
The keeper
machine wats awarded Mrs. Guida
. ,
„
. .
,
,,
.
T
reeks.
tower
will
Nile. While T. Freeman Tibbetts was or
" watchman
watcllmim for
f° r each
eaf
tower
" “ i
Memorial Sunday and Memorial
live in a camp close by.
Mrs. H. W. Badg<?r and daughter
presented with a toy hammer. Three' “ Ve in 3 Camp ClOSe b r'
„ ,
Da/
Anita, who have been spending the
large tables were devoted to the!
Twenty of tlie towers are already Headquarters James E. Cushman Post
past few days at ‘ Phillips
visiting
about |No. 87, G. A. R.
flinch players.
Mdms. Ada Sprague, being constructed and are
Comrades v ill meet at G. A. R. Hall
relatives and friends returned home
Mrs. Verne Pillsbury left Tuesday! E U ^ e ^ ' Funbteh, A lice Herrlck.'l
Monday night.
■ ci mug ° attend the (.rand Lodge, Lucy Herrick, Minnie Cushman, Josie
Mrs. Fred Hinkley, who has been
y iaan is ers to be held at Port- Hoar were in charge of the arrangeHriUng her parents in New Harnp- ianu*
•
ments.
About $15. was realized
iiire has returned home.
j
Mr* and Mrs. David Quimby have from the party for the class.
and I. D. Hoar were gone to Kennebago tor the summer, j Mrs. Coe Toothaker is working for
4lawebago l r.d.ty on business.
Chester Robbins is visiting
his Mrs. Geo. D. Hoar.
.Arbor IL> was observed Friday brothers Leon and Ernest Robbins.
Wm. Lamb has been suffering with
itemoon in the village schools by
W ilbur Smith and Roy Chapman of a large carbuncle on his neck.
At
rending a part of the afternoon in W est Mills were in town canvassing present lie is stopping with
his
.ejning up about the premises. The the past week.
daughter/ Mrs. Harrison Brown.
Met part of the afternoon was
doMr. and Mrs. Dean Green are oc-Mrs. W.
D. Quimby and Miss Lois
;oted to a rousing ballgame,played
cdpying the small Munyon building as have been on the sick list the past
between the R. H. S. hoys and the a tenement.
week.
MB team.
During the game the
Herman Hatch has moved his famFavorable reports have been receivrris cheered them on to victory w ith 1ily to the farm formerly occupied by j ed by friends in town of
Maxwrell
■i
-------- --------: -- -........-- — - ----- -----------------------! Neal and Glendon Wilbur, who have!
been very ill at the Lewiston hospi’ A
** *. v‘ * .......................... '“ •* tai.
S P R IN G S H O T E L A N D C A M P S g
H. A. Furbish is to have his house
:£
(Continued on pag© five.)
Sunday May 24, at 9.30 A. M. in uni
j Will open on Wednesday, May 20, under the management of Mrs. B. C. :$ |—
■1
■■■■— — form and attend services at the M. E.
Church by invitation of the Pastor Bes
J. Eastman. Further particulars will be given in this ad. next week.
sie F. Crowell.
May 30. Lines will form in front of
G. A. R. Hall at 10 A. M. in the follow
ing order: James E. Cushman Post,
Sons of Veterans, J. O. U. A. M., Cit
LAKEW OOD
izens and schoolchildren. The Phillips
One of the best all around fishing and h u n tin g cam ps in the R angeleys. Lake,
Cornet Band will lead the column.
Pondand Stream fishing all near the cam ps. T h e five m il* river affords the best of
The line of march will be down Pleas
2y*iishing. Cam ps with or w ithout bath room . F or particulars write for free cirpular to
ant street to Sawyer street, up Sawyer
Capt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Maine.
to Main, up Main to the Upper village,
back via Dodge street to the Soldiers’
The following article was
taken
Monument in Evergreen Cemetery.
AHHW HM V W W W W U W U V ,
from the Bangor Daily News,
and
Exercises at the cemetery will be
S E A S O N OF 1 9 1 4
the cat also loaned to us by
the
decorating the graves and monument;
Bangor News Publishing company:
Individual Cam ps. R ock Fire-places. F ly and Bait Fishing. L ake and Stream Fishprayer by Rev. M. S. Hutchins; re
For the protection from fire of the
iagfor Trout. T e le p h on e . D aily M ail. W rite for B ooklet.
marks by W. M. Payson; dirge, band;
great timber landis of
Northern
march back to hall and break ranks for
JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Maine.
Maine, Forest Commissioner Blaine
dinner.
S. Viles has designed a fire tower
Owing to the fact that there are no
by means of which a fire in any lo
facilities for cooking in our present
cality may be located at once. This
headquarters the usual picnic dinner
DESIGN OF WATCH TOWER.
idea of Mr. Viles is causing no small
will be omitted.
amount of interest from people all
Comrades from a distance will be
Some of them have al
over the State and when the towers completed.
taken home for dinner by comrades liv
The first tow
are finished and placed in different ready been shipped.
Mountain View, Maine
ing in the village.
sections of the wooded
country, er to be shipped and the most diffi
At 2 p. m. lines will again form and
For further p a rticu lars w rite or ad d ress
one
Maine forests should be well pro cult to locate is that o f the
march
to Lambert hall.
which
will
be
placed
at
Seven
Is
tected.
L. E. B O W L E Y ,
Exercises at hall
lands.
It
is
thought
that
it
will
be
The height of the towers will range
Music
by
the
band.
Maine.
necessary
to
make
three
trips
into
Mountain Yiew,
»
*
*
from twelve to sixty feet, according
Reading Memorial orders.
Canada
before
it
is
finally
located.
to the location, the 60-foot towers will
Reading of Abraham Lincoln's
have a base o f 16 feet.
A
house It is to go by the way of St. John
Gettysburg Address.
and
Port
Jail,
P.
Q.
This
tower
will be constructed on top of the
Piano
solo.
tower which is 8 feet square on the will be consigned to Albert M. Cur
| G R A N T 'S C A M P S ,
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E
Solo, Florian Weeeler.
rier.
The
second
one
will
go
to
outside, having 12 windows, three
1 Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes.
Recitations by children of schools
Wecan offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with
on a side.
The houses will be six David W. Campbell, 2nd, Oherryfield
and flag drill.
Me.;
the
third
to
F.
H.
Colby,
Skin
bath. Write for information, train service etc.
feet high from the top of the floor
Music
by band.
to the top of the roof plate, with a ner, Me.; fourth to Ora Gilpatrick
Address, J. Blaine Morrison.
ED GRANT & SON CO.
Sherman Station; fifth to H. H
roof pitch of 30 degrees.
Music by the band.
Each house will be provided with Colby, Jackman; sixth to A. A.
Benediction.
a sliding table running diagonally a- Berry, Bigelow; seventh to C. C
S. W. Parlin, commander.
cross the house.
The tables will be Murphy, Rangeley; eighth to J. R.
J. Morrison, adjutant.
On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake.
provided with an alidade and protrac Brown, Winterville Station; ninth to
Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream. Salmon up to 4
tor by which the direction of a fire L. P. Barney, Tarratinje,.
pounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Write for booklet.
may be determined and definitely lo
At the request of Mr. Viles, Ar
JOSEPH H. W H ITE , Proprietor,
Eustis, Maine
cated from any station.
The tables chie G. Norcross of Augusta, employ
by the firm of E. E. Greenwood
will be of a circular nature resting
constructed
on trucks running on a track. The & Co., civil engineers,
location of the fire® will he deter- (the* model tower as shown in the cut.
mined from a fixed point north. Fori It was first thought that it would be
For the benefit of those
who
instance, one tower may discover that best to have the house which rests
a fire is in progress 37 degrees west on the* top of the tower of an octag would like to refer to past years’
of north, getting this first, by locat onal shape, but this idea was aban records of the ice leaving the RamThis wonderful fishing and vacation section is situated on a ing the blaze by means of the alidade doned and thie square shaped one geleys we will publish the fallowing
dates which were taken from a hack
and then taking the number of de decided upon.
tableland iji
grees any direction from north from
The contract for constructing the number of Maine Wood^:
N O R T H E R N M A IN E
the protractor.
Another
station towers was awarded to Isaiah Crow1880, May 8; 1881, May 15; 1882,
"Man ideal climate for the summer vacationist, being situated approximately may locate the same fire in
the em of Brooks, Me.
May 21; 1883, May 14; 1884, May
Mr.
Crowell
•,500feet above the sea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure spring
Jiter, snvigorating air; with the best o f accommodations at moderate prices, same manner and from the position has the 20 about complete and has 11; 1885, May 16; 1886, May 5; 1887,
r°® the modest and com fortable log cabin to the palatial and fashionable o- of the latter station it might be 27 constructed them in a manner
de May 20; 1888, May 23; 1889, April
'< with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts for those degrees West of north, wherever the serving of great credit. A miniature 29; 1890, May 9; 1891, May 14; 1892,
herring this class o f amusement.
lines running out from each of the model of the house was made
by May 9; 1893, May 21; 1894, May 2;
towers intersect, will be determined Harry Hanks, an Augusta carpenter. 1895, May 7; 1896, May 9; 1897, May
The SANDY RIVER RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
the exact location of the fire. Each The location of the remaining towers 12; 1898, May 6; 1899, May 7; 1900,
a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furnthat have not been definitely fixed May 15; 1901, May 4; 1902, April
nPon application to
•
May 1;
will
he determined later.
They will 28; 1903, April 29; 1904,
l N. BEAL,
General Passenger Agent,
Phillips, Maine.
1907,
be placed, however, where they are 1905, May 2; 1906, May 13;
most needed.
Commissioner Viles May 19; 1908, May 10; 1909, May
ted fo r colleg e*. H ighest price* paid
states that over 300 have applied for 14; 1910, April 19; 1911, May 11;
___ O u td oor
G et com plete book o f instruction* and
ar
d etail*.
Send 2c stam p. JAM ES SIN C LA IR , Entom ologist, D e p t. 9 ,
positions as watchman.
1912, May 9; 1913, May 4.
es Cal.

M IN G O

WATCH TOWERS
FOR MAINE WOODS

G AM PS,

M id d le d a m , M a in e

Designed by Forest Commissioner
Blaine S. Vilds for Fire
Protection.

I

Mountain View House

1

B LA K ESLEE LAKE GAM PS

DATES OF
ICE LEAVING

RANGELEY L A K E S AND
DEAD RIVER REGION

&

Rem em ber M aine W ood s H as a
first-Class Job P rin tin g D epartm ent.

BUTTERFLIES

I

NOTES FROM
THE NORTHWEST

M A IN E WOODS, P H IL L IP S , M A IN E ,

The credit for the big record i
smashing automobile shipment into
Maine is due to F. G. Parker, dis
trict manager for the Maxwell Motor
Co., and it was a pleasant way to
inaugurate the opening of the Port
land. branch of the company,
the
first direct factory branch
ever
opened in Maine.
The Union street
garage, the local agents, were for
tunate in securing two carloads.

M A Y 21, 1914

KENNEBAGO LETTERS
Chronicle of the Adventures of Two
People in the Woods of Maine.

senger has a good case of w
fever I see Mr. Woodhouse."
We paddled on in silence for a,
y
jmost an hour and once a
I O U I l g |swain across our bows so close t0
us that I could have spanked
with my paddle.

Commissioned by the fisheries de
partment of the federal government
of Canada to ascertain the
actual
Do you know that little river w
commercial value of sturgeon
and
and turns so, that after all our ^
other fish in the waters off the east
dling, Bob said, we had only
coasts of Hundson and James Bays,
By H. V. Sctbieren
about one mile, although ^ ^
C. D.
Melville of Edmonton, will
really travelled at least four. ^
PROFITABLE
FOX
HUNT
these
years
and
gets
all
her
infor
(Continued from last Week)
start from Cochrane, Omt., early in
mation from his mother, * I
don’t we neared the rapids, we had arace
June on a journey of six
months.
East Sumner, May 11, 1914.
consider j to see which canoe would get ther^
know whether I ought to
L E T T E R NO. 8
The trip includes 1,500 miles of ca
Last Thursday afternoon I started
first.
The only passage through ,s
her opnion as valuable or not.
noe-paddling.
on rather an uncommon fox
hunt,
so narrow, that one canoe cang0a'
From Miss Diana Morgan at Ken*
From,
what
I’ve
seen
of
Peter,
Melville, who has explored various which wound up with
remarkable
a time.
It wa-s excJting ^
to !(
parts of the Arctic regions, will be success at about noon thei day fol nebago Lake, M aine, to Miss G er however, I think that her idea Is u
yourself S>
shoot
forward “and
aldine
W
inthrop,
Richmond,
Va.
about
right
lor
he,
certainly
is
a
“f
4 » ,r
accompanied by two helpers. They lowing.
Yes, I made a visit
to
,
*
, .
, T, , i i risky work too, for Peter and r,.
will carry their supplies in a canoe, more than a dozen fox holes,
dandy fellow and he and Uncle Jo
,«*
and
,, . were using the long
pick
Doles" „
get on beautifully together, so that
s ‘p
^ poies
paddling 200 miles down the Missan- nothing doing.
Kennebago Lake,
My pedometer reg
,
„
. „
,
. u
! they are called, and standing un
abi river to their destination on Hud istered eleven miles, and at five
we make quite a jolly party of it.
i,
® UP so
October 1, 19—
.
that at times we tipped fearfully
son Bay.
They will receive provis thirty I was pretty well hack among Dear Jerry:—
A trip that we took yesterday, will j fully expected to see us all dimin '
ions from time to time through the the mountains. . Tired and near sup
It is almost a whole week
now long live in my memory and I want|(mj.
^ie rjverBob won out, u
trading posts.
The districts
in per time, I stopped at a
mountain since I penned my last letter to to tell you about it.
It was
our by a ciose margin, as we were v
which the party will travel are wild spring and drank heartily of
the you, so you are in for a long epis last day of fishing and maybe
ou r|most touching the stem of bis can
and isolated, the sole inhabitants be eoo,l sparkling wat3o\
Now, I said tle this time.
last day on* my beautful river a a ,wheil he started np the rapi(l ^
ing Indian trappjers.
Yesterday was the last day of the well.
to myself, “ I should like to visit a
Uncle got the steamboat cap-j After he was well through the hi
Officials of the department
of hole that I know of on the north fishing, for the law went into effect
tain to makea special trip for us spot, hie puned to one side andwa;.
fisheries have received reports that side of Oak hill and about one-half at midnight and from now on until
and we started down the lake at sun- ed while we assayed the passage
Hudson and James Bays abound with mile from where I was standing,” the ice goes out next spring,
the rise because
o;cJUituew .vvw
w^ cu to
w ^
we wanted
put in' W e g
sturgeon, and it is now decided to and on I journeyed.
I soon hit an “ little lushes in thebrook” arepro- , j Uigt tb,e very longest day passible, j were about half way un I frit
make a thorough investigation
of
old logging road and I added some tected from all sorts of Dirt*
that ;It was a wonderful morning
and baumd t0 belp if /
*
^
these waters, also the rivers in the speed to my gait, and soon I came
look like the real thing but sting to, tQ an experjence for me.
You was aimost bursting with m JSl
districts to be visited.
A second
ti.nv barbs.
barbs
-------- ^
“
,dlmost1was
almost
Durstmg
tiny
I ____v____________
...............! was
bursting
with
his eier- with his exerto a sharp turn around a ledge and death with
with tiny mu us.
know I’ve been such an awful sleepy- tions so I grasned n nnrmu
expedition will leave Montreal
in
before
yesterday,
Mr.
OayT
hprp
r
v
J
“
’
gasped
a paddle m
Day
from this point I could see the fox
liead since l came up liere uuat i v-6i without anv definite ninn nt „ *,•
June to investigate the fishing pos
uis cinu
waa wu*Ty
tu set;i
• •
u-.j until
flm
i,,J
l0t IC. l“ “. * “ 7
. 5l“ * « *
eft us
aad x
I was
sorry to
see been
w „ alying in
w
t
i
.
teial.
bole which was about sixty rods a- WOod left
lied until the last in mind, thrust it into the water rsibilities in the Straits of
Hudson
He is a jolly little
way, and I also could see a . large him go.
P minute and just givng- myself time the rigihitside of our bow>
Bay, confining its operations to tlife
fox and some little ones playing a- and reminds mte a lot of . young to get to breakfast before they close; doing, turned the canoe in deep sea.
---- 1
1
^ ^
W e tried our
round her, like little pigs. I counted Johnny Randolph
Melville is enthusiastic over the
give him a rousing cheer f o r '0,8 d,nJn* ™ " ' 80
i where the current catching us bunei
five as near as I could make it at best to, S
! , p?r Ithing was totally new to me.
I the nose of the craft deep in E,
mission, and it is expected he will
such a distance and one looked to
return with the most complete data.
but
”
d
»
t
bLdeve
»
our
1
^
^
- o h a way that
be quite dark.
I watched them aHe is a veteran etxplorer and an ex
^
7 ^ “
, “
“
Wh“
‘ Ith?
« «• « .
bout five minutes and even at this forts were of much avaid, tor Z
went outside and saw that the ground gainst a rock, and at the ot
perienced canoeist.
He and
John
distance it heat any moving picture a sorry looking lad as he bid us was well covered with white frost,
McKenna, also of Edmonton,
made
planted firmly among the alders j.
Peter, I mean Mr. Wbod-1
show all to a fizzle.
And this not farewell.
I knew that there was a good rea long shore.
the trip from Athabasca to Fort MqMercy, how I felt j-.
being my first experience at
the house, is going to stay here for a son for my chattering teeth.
it was, of course, all my fault.
Murray last summer, when they suc
little
while
longer
as
he
is
very
game, I hugged the ground and madie
They were all waiting for me at
cessfully negotiated the Grand Rapids
We were in a rather precarious pc.
as anxious to do some deer shooting. the dock with everything in readin sitioai and a little rocking would to;
declared to he the most treacherous myself scarce, us foxes are
You
see
the
laws
of
the
State
reg
sensitive as bubbles blown from a
ess.
We cooked breakfast on our filled the canoe in an instant Ifj
water in the North.
ulate tilings so that just the
vary
way down the lake, by means of an had been a man, I’m sura that Pete
While in the Arctic regions a few clay pipe.
As I hastened homeward I had not minute the fishing season closes, the alcohol stove out on the
years ago Melville met Stefansson,
after would have sworn a good round ojti
deer shooting begins, and we
ai t deck and had a regular young picnic, at me, but lie was
awfully nice about the time the last named dis gone more than twenty rods when
lucky to be here just at this tim e,,
covered the so-called blonde Eskimos. I picked a great big horse shoe that
About six o’clock, we readied the bout it. Hedid lose lids head for*
because it gves us a chance to try
Asked about the probable fate of the probably one of John Libby’s horses
lower end and hurried into
the instant though, and in hia excitsmet!
our hands at both forms of sport.
had
lost
the
past
winter.
Goodness!
steamer Karluk, Melville said
he
_T ,
„
canoes, Peter and I in one,
and Icalled me “ Di,” but be was so 2v
Uncel Jo, of course, will not
go T- ,
T
,
... „ ,
.
.. i „ , , , , .
.
thinks that Captain Bartlett and his I picked it up and, pardon me for
’
i Lncle Joseph with Bob in
the^red that he never noticed it Br i
He says it is too stren
crew had sailed to their death. Once admitting that I am as superstitious hunting.
pthc(r.
How can I ever describe to superhuman effort with the pole, k
it uous for him, but I hope to go out tc you the impression that wonder managed, at last, to stem the fore
on the floe of ice, he added, there as an old maid, I was certain
would hardly be any hope for their meant good luck to the finder. Soon very soon with Peter (there is no ful river made on me in the early of the current long enough to &
any- morning.
return, unkes they managed to make I returned home and upon meeting use of my trying to call him
sun- able him to pry us awray from fe
It was just after
an unknown harbor.
The vessel, my wife I told her of my adventure thing so formal as Mr. Woodhouse rise and the white mist ^ni
still hung j rock, which held us fast at the ste
He has a rifle which| low over the water.
I told her about the any longer).
be said, would p-robahly become on the quiet.
j but the bow swung around and Fi
The' We slipped silently along,
I said to her I would lie says is just suited to me.
crushed in the ice* and the
crew black! orne.
like a shot, we flashed down through £■
target. gbaabs arnost, and I felt as if
we rapids right back to our starts
would then attmept to gain the shore not take one hundred dollars for my other day I tried it at a
chances on this litter of foxes—and, Goodness but I was nervous, I eai- were surely the only human baings point.
by going over the ice.
A f]ock of
ducks,
Another voyageur for the far North say, she became interested right a- deavomd to conceal my feelings how- ln the world<
Bob was laughing fit to kill him

meal, self, and enjoying the fun huge?
is H. A. Conroy, dominion inspector way, and said she would be very ever, and when the fchng went off, surprised at their morning
of treaty aids, who is making
his happy to visit the scene very early with a fearful roar, I felt as If ray took wing and flew away, uttering while lie and Uncle Jo sat csfcj
annual treaty paying trip among the the following morning with me.
shoulder had been dislocated.
Bob harsh gutural “ quacks,” their wings smoking under the shade of fa
Well, we did not rest much that was markicfi and scratched me out a squeaking as they wTent.
Did you overhanging willows.
I suppose Indians in Northern Alberta. From
about Bulls Eve the first time.
It was ever “ hear” a wild duck fly? Their did present a funny sight and?::
Edmonton he will ride by train to At night, between our thinking
habasca, going thence north, by wat our future fox hunt and also the the merest luck you know, for I clos- wings makie the queerest squeaking ness how utterly helpless I ttl
er to House River, and by
pack barking of a lot of young red foxes ed my eyes when I pulled the trig-' noise .like a rusty hinge,
through it all..
All the same it has! As we rounded a bend,
where
train to Fort McMurray.
From we already had on hand. Very early ger thing.
After resting up a bit, Petal pis
_ _____
there he will go by boat down the we were in sight of the fox hole. We made a reputation for me as a crack there was a high bank on one side,! made the attempt
and this fe
Athabasca river to Fort Chlpewyan, waited about twenty minutes and we snot, and of course I shan’t tsBI any- we came suddenly face to face with “ little smarty” kept her paddle iat thd western end of Lake Athab saw the mother fox get up on a body that I did not see the target the most beautiful deer you ever j side the canoe, so that we made:
asca, afterward proceeding to Fond log and lie down.
Now was
our when the gun went off.
Peter and saw.
He was appar:mt]y entirely! pas&agie in safety, clean as a v
du Lac, a Hudson bay
companys’ time and we moved forward, and at Bob say that they are sure they can unconscious of our approach
and le and brought up-alongside of or
post on the north shore of
the our first move, Mrs. Fox made her show me a deer and then it will stood knee deep in. the cool stream,' interested audience of two. Mj pc:
eastern airm of the lake.
i?£ca>pe for the forest.
We reach be up to your little frend to demon- his head under water, drinking. I guide mopped his brow and Id:
Returning, Conroy will travel on ed the hole and everything
was strate what she can do.
Doesn’t made just the very tinii istJ noise, very red faced and dishevelled,
a boat up Slave river to Fort Smith, quiet.
I began using my
shovel that sound exciting?
as I shifted my cramped foot, but Iknow it does not sound so difM
and on to Fort Resolution on Great very rapidly as tlKsre were two en
To-day Uncle and I are home in it was enough to warn him of our but just you try to pick pole a crarr
Slave lake.
The most
northerly trances.
We filled one with stones, camp and my two rnighy guides are approach for he raised his dripping canoe up a swift narrow cilUH
t>omt at which be will pay
treaty and after digging about eighteeu fliet out trying to locate a flock or herd head and for a moment gazed at us through rapids and then you’ll reT
money will be at Fort Simpson, at among the stones and roots and at or whatever you call it, so that when standing motionless like a statue.! what a triumph it seemed to be a!the junction of the Liard and Mac a depth of from two to four feet, I Diana goes a buntng she will have The next instant he bounded away ly back in quiet water once more
kenzie rivers.
He will return to came to a side track, a palce about the very best'possible chance.
up the bank and into the
woods
“ Gary, Mr. Woodhouse.’’ Bob aEdmonton next September.
as large as a peck basket.
Here
Did you know that Pet1a* has prov- snapping twigs and branches as be! claimed, “ old Skewaga (that's w::
was a half of a fr.ish rabbit
and ed to be an old friend of the fam- ran.
they call the rapids) nearly got jc
BIG AUTO SHIPMENT.
way. Myheart was beating fit to burst
this time, I guess.”
only one baby fox, hut a very dark iiy, in a rather round about
-------»
h ow !aJ1)d I was so excited I could hardly “ Diana should not have tried »
coolred one. I told my wife that place and only goes to prove
Train lo ad of Maxwells
Received in was the dark one I must have seen very small this world is fitter
all. speak.
It does give one a thrill use her paddle,” volunteered D®
Portland Recently.
the night before. Of course,
this When we frst met him he said that to get so close to a wild animal and Jo, “ it was her ill advised jab i
was a rich one, hut I became a little he wond' red if Uncle Jo was any makes you sort of “ goosey flesh” all the water that caused all the &
Prophets of hard times are cer alarmed in fear I would not get my relation to the Mrs. Raymond with over.
Peter said that if I had not chief.”
tainly getting severe jolts in the number. My shovel had cooF d eff a whom his mother had corresponded made a noise, he could have touch id “ Please don’t
rub it in,” I
state of Maine, the latest being the little and I b gam work in haste and for so many years, and then one tlle deer witli
the bow of our canoe.“ I fully realize
the sillybtaieri
shipment of a train load of auto my wife with a small bar and how thing led to another r#id we found Goodness, I was nervous enough as made and Peter would have
mobiles from Detroit to Portland. the dirt did fly!
We only dug a- out that Mrs. Woodhouse, years ago ^ was, and believe I would
have justified in throwing me out of “:
On May 1st a big Grand Trunk loco bout three feet and I could see more at the time of the Civil War, lived Passed away if we bad gone
any canoe for being so foolish ”
motive pulled into the Portland yards little foxes and I carefully b jgan to in Richmond and married a
Union cio&e(r1 was shaking like a leaf
“ Nonsense,” said lie, “nothkg
of the company with the first full pull them out.
We got seven from Gfficier there and after the war was anc* mu&t have looked like a scared the sort.
You thought you ,r,?
trainload of au tom obi I s ever deliv this point, making eight in all, four over went ‘North to live.
coing to help me and I <tpp1‘K!Sr
It all
ered in the state of Maine.
The very dark ones, and four about half seemed very strange and interesting
that.
Lots of girls would E-’’
train was made up of 31 big auto between them and a red fox. Say, and when a few days later I receiv
liav done one thing, but sit OP
mobile cars, 30 of them containing this made me think of the Bulls and ed a 1 ittvr from Auntie giving me
(Continued on page six)
three autos f ach and one car
two Bears of Wall Street.
Yes, I ex all the tie tails, I was flabbergasted.
FAMOUS
autos, making a total of 92 cars. The pect I got a little nervous, my wife I often have heard Auntie speak of
value of this big shipment was in says I did.
BACKWOODS
Well, it was enough to her “ New* York fr nd, Mrs.
Woodround numbers, $76,000.
make anyone forget Ms religion.
house,” but I never took very much
FAIRY TALES
A record run was made by this
On our way home we called
on interest in her because she corres
(i. W. PICKKL,
train, the trip from Detroit to Port Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Sturtevant, my ponds with such a raft of old peqple
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishtaif
land being accomplished in exactly nearest neighbors.
Henry
says, in all parts of the golbe, that I don’t
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs. »
72 Lours. This is the fastest time “ That beats any fox hunt I
HANGEGEY.
*
ever know one from the
other. Of
a freight has ever made over
this heard of.”
Ed Grant, Braver Pond Camps
At this writing they are course, she is simply delighted
to
read ini? matter, interesting:.
road and in order to accomplish it awful smart and grow darker every hear that I’ve met the son of her New
“ Monmouth Moccasins
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
than
we
expected and the popular demand was
an average of approximately 30 miles day and they have hia<l over
They are made for
fifty oldest friend and she has has writ
so great for a second edition that we published
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumberme°
an hour had to he made.
On ar visitors thus far.
an
enlarged
and
improved
edition
to
be
sold
by
ten me a glowing de script ion of Mm mail (postpaid) at ihelow price named.
Known the world over for exc _
rival in Portland the train was split
Yours respectfully,
lence. Illustrated catalogue n
and enumerated hiis many
virtues, Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
up and the various carloads sent to
Emerson P. Bartlett, in
but as she has never set eyes
on
J. W. BRACKETT CO ,
M. L. UETCHELL CO.,
the agents scattered over the state.
Lewiston Sun.
Monmouth,
.
®
the young man in question in all
Phillips, Me.
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ure.
In captivity it is said he will!
sing tills song wtlien water is poured!
on his back.
On warn, rainy nights!
Waterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
that throaty purr is a common songj
Tanned
and manufactured by the
of the bog and marsh, mingling in
original JOHN PALMER who
fine choral effect with the other frog
songs which are sure to be sung afor over thirty years has made
bout that time.
the best moccasins in North
As late as June one may hear the
America.
song of the pickenel frog. This frog
In complete assortment for immediat
delivery.
somewhat resembles the leopard frog,
but is hardly as large, though m ore1
vigorously spotted. It has been sug
[^Because you slice Sickle off the plug as you use it,
M AR K
gested that the pickerel frog’s voice
and all the original flavor and moisture are pressed into
sounds like making a long tear in
the plug and kept there by the natural leaf wrapper— so
Catalogue on request
a piece of stout cotton cloth, and
SOLE AGENT FOR U .S.A .
that every piece o f Sickle P lug is bound to be fresh when
perhaps that comes as near it
as
it goes into your pipe. \ o u are sure o f a slow-burning
any description can, though it seems
to me to have a certain
musical
cool, sweet smoke always.
boston, m a ss.
quality
in
spite
of
all
that.
While
STYLE 40 1-2
Ground-up tobacco keeps getting drier all the time—
the pickerel frog sits upon the bank'
so dry that it clogs in the bottom o f the package and has
and hunts much by the brookside he
summer
tobe dug out. N o wonder it bum s fast, smokes hot and does not often swim freely in the! less a big one had better keep out of! birds are settled in their
his way, as many a small pickerel! quarters, it is safe to consider that
the tongue.
clear water.
Probably he
knows!
has learned too late.
The bullfrog! each male represents a breeding pair,
why his name is given him.
If we
When y o u buy Sickle you get more tobacco—because you
will
eat
or
attempt
to
eat
anything
The census of one day should he
tramp down the brookside in
May,
dont pay -hr a package and you sm oke all you get, because there’s
young checked and revised by several days
or later we are apt to surprise Mm! moving that he can reach,,
no tobacco spilled and wasted. Just try Sickle today—your dealer
landjof further work, in order to insure
sells it.
and see him take to the brook for! ducks and other water fowl,
refuge, however, going in in
one! birds unfortunately immerser, mice, that each bird seen is actually nestturtles, your finger carelessly dabbed ing within the area, and to
make
S l i c e it a s surprisingly long leap, a ballistic in the water anything. And what' certain that no species has been
curve that ends in a splash and the'
y o u u s e frog is under the mud before any! a self-reliant, optimistic chap he is overlooked.
about it all; independent, sure
of
,,
„„ .
. ^
.
..
...
.
. .,
May 30 is about the proper date
it waiting pickerel can say Jack Rob-! ,himself,
the goblin monarch of the . , .
I,
, J... ,
inson.
He can stay under as long!
I,ond margin.—Winthrop Packard in
cens,us “
,
as lie wishes to, but when he does Boston Transcript.
or Washington.
In the latitude of
come out is is with a little stirring I
.
Boston, the work should not
begin
of the mud and no initial
velocity.
|until a week later, and south of
That is the time that the pickerel j n m n r i r M P i r f
[Washington an earlier date should be
takes luncheon.
BIRD CENSUS
selected
The pickerel frog is much like the
The final results of the
census
leopard frog, hut if you care to |
should be sent to the Biological Sur
distinguish between the two you may
vey, Dept, of Agriculture,
Wash
do so by noting that the spots on
ington, D. C., about June 30,
and
Washington, D. C., May 12—A cen should be accompanied by a state
the pickerel frog are square instead
United ment of the exact boundaries of the
always sus of all the birds of the
FROG OPERA SEASON
relatively low pitched, a lullaby of cf round, that the color is
States is suggested for this summer selected area, defined so explicitly
some
shade
of
brown.
The
spots
i tl'.e carboniferous are
strangely
do not have yellow rims and are and the U. S. Department of Agricul-j that it will be possible 25 ‘ years
Voices of Night Tell That
Spring brought down to this one.
usually
less
long and
pointed tube is Inviting bird lovers through- hence to have the census repeated.
H a s Come and Summer Is at
The little frog is no bigger than a
than that of the leopard frog. The out the country to co-operate in tak-|Tbe name of the present owner of
Hand.
byla, barely an inch long and soft
The object is to determine 1tbe iaild should be given,
together
two are quite closely related. The ing it.
fawn red of so wondrously delicate
e a c h i ^ a ^ r e f u l description of
its
pickerel frogs live on land
much how many pairs of birds of
and appetizing a color that I do more than in water, even in the species breed within definite areas.; character, including a
statement
Tire hylas begin “ peeping” some
not blame the pickerel for sliding up breeding season, though they resort I>y comparing these figures
with; whether the area is dry upland
or
times in Maxell, the voices increasing
in the shallows until his back Is out to the water then to spawn. They those of subsequent censuses, it will j moiet bottom-land, the number
of
in anmbers and ecstacy as
the
of water, seeking so dainty a tit spend most of their time in
the be possible to ascertain whether tlie 1acres in each of the principal crops,
warmth of the season increases. At
bit for his luncheon. Knowing this, grass, hunting caterpillars, cut worm piesent State and Federal laws are or
permanent meadow,
pasture,
first the call is but a single
brief
the swamp tree frog goes to the and other food of that sort, swamp effective and game and insectivorous orcbard> swamp, roads, etc.;
the
tone, later I note it sliding up the
water only in the breeding season, flies, moths and butterflies,
birds increasing or diminishing in klnd of fencing used, and
whether
gnats
scale and with the coming of full
but spends his life in the damp and and beetles.
The pickerel frog is numbers. Volutary observers are re there is much or little brush along
V&raith we often get a brief trill. shady places near the margin.
He essentially an Eastern frog,
being lied upon to furnish most of the de any fences, roads, or streams, or in
Nowhere in the world have I
heard may plunge for the bottom when dis
the permanent pasture.
rarely if ever seen on the great sired data to the Department.
numerous or in such wonder- Curbed, but he is as poor a swimmer
As a beginning the Department has
plains of the West, where the leop
A second census desired is one of
hi voice as in a tiny meadow up as he is a climber, nowadays, and he
asked about 250
correspondents some isolated piece of woodland com
imder Chocorua Mountain in
New soon gets out again to hide in the ard frog is so common.
If you will drop the G string of throughout the country, who have prising from 10 to 20 'acres. In giv
Hampshire. It was late May and when moss and among the leaves.
the
your violin almost as low as it will previously rendered valuable service, ing the results of this census
I stepped down amongst them
it
You may hear the hyla’s , voice
to follow a general outline in supply number and kinds of trees in the
was as If a million goblin sleighing more or less throughout the summer, go and still give a suggestion of a
ing information.
Anyone wishing to woodland should be stated as well as
parties w ere jangling strings of bells rarely in July and August, but p%>- musical note and twang it vigorously,
aid in this good work is cordially in whether there is much or
little
you
may
get
a
sound
quite
like
that
right In my ears.
The uproar be ing up again with the coming of the
vited to send similar information to undergrowth.
came so great and its quality
so fall and occasionally to be noticed which the green frog, Rana clamit- the Department.
Still a third census to be taken is
piercing it seemed to re-echo
back until freezing weather nips it
in ans, gives' when he jum|ps overboard
The correspondents have been ad- that of some definite area-40 acres
at your approach.
It
harmoniezs
and forth so within my head that I November.
But the hyla’s
friend,
birds for instance— forming part of a much
was fain ot cover my <sars and run the wood frog, is heard only for a wed]) with the ker-plunk of his solid ■vised that the census of the
should
be
taken
over
some
area
that larger tract of timber,/ either decidbody
as
it
plunges
into
the
water.
away, grateful for the relief of dis- j brief season at just about this time
While the num
The green frog is quite brilliantly fairly represents the average charact uous or evergreen.
tance.
The shrilling was fairly mad- of year.
This is probably just
as
er of the country in the
immediate ber of birds on such a piece of land
dening.
, well.
The wood frog has much green about the head and shoulders,
neighborhood.
The area
selected; will he far less than on an equal
A little later than the hylas comes music in his soul, I dare say, but the color running into brown farther
should represent average farm con-; area of mixed farm land, their oordown
the
back.
The
species
is
the voice of another closely allied none in his voice, which is a guttuthan ditions, but without woodland; should; rect enumeration will require conbatrachian, the swamp-tree frog. This ral croak.
I do not often find the much more distinctly aquatic
an>
of
the
other
frogs
thus
far be not less than 40 acres (a quarter siderably more care and time.
has none of the h.yla’s voice, but i s ; wood frogs in running water. They
of a mile square) and not more than
discussed.
He
comes
up
out
of
the
The Department also will he glad
along-drawn, dreamy, cadenced trill, j Pr®f©r a shallow, stagnant forest pool
80 acres, and should include
the to have information concerning any
mud
about
this
time
of
year,
but
be
! that will be hone dry by July. Here
farm buildings, shade tretes, orchards, changes noted in the bird life
of
|in April they splash about in the does not come ashore. Instead, he
fields of plowed land, and pasture.
sits
on
the
hank
or
paddles
about
in
any
locality,
especially
if
the
ob
|
sun
of
a
warm
day
and
sing
“
O
SANDY RIVER £ RANGELEY
it is desired to take a census of servations extend over any considi Promise M*e” with vast fervor. But the shallows blunting quietly for has
LAKES RAILROAD
the result, though a brave chorus, daily varied food of insect and ani the pairs of birds actually nesting' erable number of years,
The water-stridors,
the within the selected area.
Birds) In the past, under mixed game peg_
is not what can be rightly
called mal lifl3.
TIME TABLE
back-swimmers,
the whirligig bet- visiting the area for feeding purposes ulations of various States, bird life
music,
even
of
the
frog
kind.
It
In Effect, May 18th, 1914.
matter lias been decreasing.
sounds like the gabbling of goblin ties, the diving spiders, moths, fiiies, should not he counted, no
Now that the
gnats, June beetles, dragonflies, al how close their nests to the boun birds have been placed in charge of
ducks
delirious
with
the
grip-the
STRONG
snapped dary lines.
of the automobile, or most anything moving is
the U. S. Department, of Agriculture,
PASSENGER T R A IN S leave Strong for Farm- honk-honk
Utton. at 6.23 A . M. and 1.37 P. M .; for Phillips something productive
It is practically impossible
to definite and uniform measures'' are
of
specially up by that long tongue which is at
It 18.31 P. M. and 5.46 P. M. and for Rangeley at
Fortunately
this tached to the lower jaw well front make this census on the scale of being taken to preserve them and
M6 P. M. and for Kingfield and Bigelow at 5-50 raucous throats.
The new
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Strong from |wood frog music lasts only
a
few with the tip tucked backed in the 40-80 acres in a single day. A plan increase their number.
P*rmin*ton at 12.31 P. M. and 5.46 P. M .; from days.
Then it is over for the year throat ready to be snapped out like which has been used with advantage bird census and the censuses to fol
Phillips at 6.23 A . M .: and from Rangeley and
a whiplash.
According to all hu for several years is to begin at day low will materially aid the Depart
Phillips at 1.37 P. M .; from Bigelow and Kingfield and the rest of tine woodland world
it US P. M.
a
ears, man ideas the frog’s tongue is put light some morning the last of May, ment in its effort to preserve
MIXED TRA IN S leave Strong for Farmington takes its fingers out of its
at8.46 A. M.; and for Kingfield at 3.00 P .M .
sighs with relief and goes about its on wrong end to, but the frog d»3® or the first week in June, and zig valuable national resource and the
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Strong from Philnot find it so, or if he does prob zag back and forth across the area, voluntary efforts of bird lovers in
at 8.45 A. M .; from Kingfield at 2.10 P. M. business rejoicing.
*odfrom Farmington at 11.46 A . M.
each aid of this movement will be appre
i myself do not care for the wood ably is thankful because it makes a counting the male birds of
PHILLIPS
species.
Early in the morning
at ciated.
frog’s voice, though I find those of better bug winner that way.
PASSENGER T R A IN S leave Phillips for
The
green
frog
is
distinctly
aquat
that
season
every
male
bird
should
even the
ftnninston. at 6.00 A . M . and 1.15 P. M .; for all other frogs musical,
Rangeley at 6.18 P. M.
counted.
big bassoon of the bullfrog when he ic, hardly ever coming ashore of his be in full song and easily
IT Pays to Advertise In
Maine
PASSENGER T R A IN S arrive at Phillips from
Plrmington at 12.63 P. AI. and 6.08 P. M .;fr o m wipes the prespiration
from
his own will, and so, and even more so, After the migration is over and the Woods.
Low Advertising Rates.
•Mgeleyat 1.06 P. M.
catesbiana.
of the is the bullfrog, Rana
MIXED TRAINS leave Phillips for Farm ing- forehead under the fervor
tin at 7.80 A. M and for Rangeley at 7.40 A . M. July sun .and, eager
Here is no frog of the shallow, van
for
rafresihMIXED TRAINS arrive at Phillips from Farm 'ifton at 2.16 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P. M. ments, shouts:
“ Ali-h-h rum, alnh- ishing pool, the marsh or the slend
T H
^ 2=
er stream.
This basso profundo so
RANGELEY
h rum.”
PA8SENGER T R A IN leaves Rangeley for
There ®s the leopard frog, spotted, loist of the frog chorus seeks for
Jwmlngion at 11.26 A . M .; and arrives from
*W"ington at 7.60 P. M.
as bis name might denote,
with his domain, some big, placid pond,
MtXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 10.15
brown
or
an
olive
brown
or
green,
a especially such as have shallow mar
M.:and leaves for Phillips at 10.56 A . M.
weed,
THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OE AMERICA
tr g which like most of them varies gins luxurious with, pickerel
* SALEM
plant
PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for Strong and much in
(Published weekly, Established 1874)
coloration but is one of rushes, dog lilies and other
•Mnnington at 12.60 P. M .: and for Bigelow
life
which
attracts
numerous
insects.
those
which
voice
their
songs
in
Subscription
S
i.
a
yr.,
$2. for fi mouths-.Sample copy free if you mention Maine Woods
«t 6.15 P. M.
MIXED TRAINS leave Salem for Strong and early spring.
In these shallows he is the frog
Of
a
sunny
day
one
The
American
Field
collects news by its own staff representatives and
“irmington at 1.15 P. M .: and for Kingfield
may hear him in the bog, a
long supreme, settling matters very simp
»t 8.45 P.M.
special reporters, giving authoritative reports ©f leading events in the
KINGFIELD
drawn, dreamy yawp, softly guttural ly and expeditiously with the small
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
PASSENGER T R A IN S leave Kingfield for in quality, low-pitched and
vibrant. er frogs which may come his way by
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
*»mingtoii at 12.30 P. M .; and for Bigelow
The bullfrog may
meets swallowing them.
*t 6.38 P. M.. and arrive from Farm ington nt The leopard is the frog one
of all subjects that interest sportsmen.
1-35P.M.; and from Bigelow at 11.30 A . M- and
when on an afternoon stroll, leaping be seven or eight inches long when
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting.
8.16P .M .
MIXED TRAIN leaves Kingfield for Bigelow from beneath the feet in the mead full grown, and look twice that. He
Fish and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle. Re
« 1-45 A. M. For Strong at 12.35 P. M . A rvolver and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
ow grass, a long, low leap, usually is the paunchiest and most thick-set
nves from Strong at 4.15 P. M.
SEND ONE OOLLAR FOR THREE MONTHS’ T R IAL SUBSCRIPTION.
followed by another and another, zig of all the frags, a powerful swimmer,
BIGELOW
If not more than satisfied with it the money will be refunded on request.
able
to
leap
five
or
six
feet
and
in
PASSENGER T R A IN
leaves Bigelow for zagging.
If you catch one
and
'•rmlngton at 1P.00 A . M. and for Kingfield at
terested in anything edible
that
Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
l-°5 P. M. Arrives fron Farmington at 7.28 stroke him gently he will quite likely
P.M. and M IXED T R A IN arrives from K ingHe has little fear
801 MASONIC TEMPLE; CHICAGO,
begin to sing in a low purring tone comes his way.
at 9.15 A . M.
Indeed the fish unthat seems to be evidence o f pleas of the pickerel.
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.
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The Last P ip efu l off S ic k le Is
as F resh a s th e First
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

SCHOOL NOTES
PHILLIPS HIGH SCHOOL

***♦ ♦*4 mm>-

1 Cburcbes

Phillips, Maine

M* R. Keyes, Miss Lura D ennison,
* * V !>
Mrs. M. W. Bean passed away at the VV- M. Ptayson, teach ers.
We understand that Mrs. David
home of her daughter, Mrs. J. W. Bra
Bean
is
very
ill
at
her
home
in
L. B. BRACKETT,
M E T H O D I S T EPISCOPAL CHURCH
ckett, last Monday, at 1.30 P.. M. Fun
Business Manager West Farmington.
It seems as if hard luck had come
Four live foxes were at tli9 station eral services were held at the home to stay with the base hall team this
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
last week and were to be conveyed Wednesday at 2 P. M.
Calendar for week ending ju
spring.
For one reason or another
™
to the fox farm in Phillips which
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Millett of Hallo, the men who played on the team 30.I
OUTING EDITION
, flg
well, Milton Millett o f Waterviile and last fall have been dropping out un
............... ; ........................ $1.00 per year is being started by Fred Berry.
Sunday, May 24—Morning worship
8 pages
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Beal were in Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Millett of Cam til only five of tbem remain.
LOCAL EDITION
Sermon, True National fn*.
Much 10.45.
12 and 16 p a g e s ................................... $1.E0 per year
Sunday school 12.
Portland for a day or two the latter bridge, Mass., were in town this week good material has been ‘ developed antfi perity.
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub
called here by the death of their grand- it was hoped that we would win the League 3.
worth League 7.
part
of
last
week.
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
A B Sedgeley has set out two carl mother, Mrs. M. W. Bean. Other rel- game from Strong, but this was a j-e c t “ Christianity's Greatest Enemy.
75 cents extra.
been Mohammadanism.” Leader,
loads of pine trees on lias land i n ! ati’ves from out of town were A. D. vain hope for Reed who had
Sweet of Portland, Diah Sweet of playing with the team up to this Raymond Ross.
'Prayer and
Salem
this
spring.
E n te re d as secon d class m atter, Jan u a ry 21,
Strong, nephews, Mrs. Diah Sweet and game as pitcher or catcher was un service 7.30.
1909, at th e p ostoffice at Phillips, M aine, un der
G. B. Sedgeley of the firm of Sed
Lal’orest Boston.
Wednesday, May 27—Ladies’M^
the A c t o f M arch 3,1879,
able to play.
This made
many
geley & Co., luais partially recovered
The Social Service club will meet in changes in the line-up necessary. It meeting at Miss Crowell’s rooms 2':
bis health and is now able to be at
Thursday, May
28—Mid week
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire the store in the forenoon from 9 to the Parish House Tuesday afternoon. is hoped by next Saturday that the
May 26 at 2 o’clock. A good attend men will have their positions settled praye r meeting 7.30.
state of Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, Camp
12
.
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county
ance is desired as business of import
“ What kind of a church, would
For those who wish to attend the ance is to be brought before the meet for the rest of the season.
locally.
The work by the out field was well ours be If eyery member were jus
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish Rebekah district meeting at Farminging.
and game photographs from its readers.
done but even they had their hard like m e?”
ton, May 22, there will be a special
When ordering the address of your paper
F. G. Mackenzie, formerly manager luck for Davenport’s
wrist was
Farmington
changed, please give the old as wed as new train leave Phillips for
of the electric light plant in this town, siprained when he caught a
line
f e d e r a t e d church .
at seven p. m., returning after tlie
address.
arrived Tuesday night by automobile drive that came into his
territory.
meeting.
Any who wish to do so,
with a friend from Boston. Mackenzie The infield played good ball at times
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, ^
can avail themselves of the excursion
THURSDAY, MAY 21, 1914
is to have charge o f the electric plant and at other times going completely tor.
rates which will he $1.00 the round
in Rangeley this summer.
to pieces.
Calendar for week ending may 3j
trip.
Ice cream and cake will be on sale
The
Strong
team
played
a
steady
Sunday, May 24: Memorial SunThe Park Street club meets this
TREES HELP PUBLIC HEALTH
at the Grange Social Wed. evening at clean game, giving their twoirler good day.
Morning service mmnitted. All
week with Mrs. Emery Bubier.
the Grange Hall.
support all the time.
attend M. E. church.
12.10—Sunday
The
last
meeting
of
the
Thursday
Besides Purifying the Air, They Help
Ephraim McMullen of the Pejepscot Phillips H. S., Warren, p. c.; How school.
7.30—Evening service. Adclub
was
held
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
to Make Cooler Summers and
W. B. Butler, Mrs. N. E. Butler be- Paper company was in town Wed. on land, 3 b. p. 1 b.; Sweaft, c. 1 f. dress, “ Godliness.”
W arm er W inters.
Thursday, May 28: 7.30—Prayer
-----: ing the hostess.
Delicious refresli- his way to Kingfield where he will visit 3 b. 1 b. p; A. Aldrich, 1 b. 3 b.; A.
D. Aldrich, s s.; Brown, ] f.
c .; meeting.
Men and animals have good reason |ments Gf crab meat salad,
pickles, for a short time.
for their fondness for trees. It is not sandwiches, cake and coffee
The Pejepscot Paper Co. is planning Wing, 2 b.; Kempton, 2 b .j Jacobs,
were
only because the trees add so much to served.
Strong H. S.,
Quick T h in k e r of West Value.
to rebuild the dam at Redir.gton in the c l ; Davenport, r f..
the beauty of our streets, or because
Eustis, 1 f .; Spalding, r f.;
MarA man who has the presence of
hiis
j
near
future
in
preparation
for
a
drive
Jamesj
E.
Dixey
will
present
the attractiveness of rivers and lakes
aker, p.; Witberhall, s s .; Tash, c f.; mind which can bring to him on tbs
to be started there next summer.
and even of the seashore depends all star combination of high class ar
Tooth- Instant all he knows is worth, forao
A musical program and the farce, shall, 2 b.; Richardson, c.;
largely upon the trees that we look tists in his own Dixey’s Comedians to
tion, a dozen men who know as muci
Whiting,
3
b.;
Look,
1
b.
“
Masonry
Exposed,”
will
be
given
by
upon them as silent friends. They the public of Phillips and vicinity amd
but can only bring it to light slowly,
The
Phillips
team
was
at
bat
35
help us in a more material way than. f or penefj(- 0f Phillips cornet band on 11 ladies at Grange ball, Wednesday
—Emerson.
times; 5runs;8 hits; 11 assists;
9
with their beauty, great as that help Friday night, May 22.
The company evening, May 27, for the benefit of the
may be. They add to our physical
errors; 2 stolen bases.
The Strong
Grange.
will be seen in a strong variety of
Not in Any Sense a Loss.
comfort and to our health.
team was at hat 53 times; 20 runs;
“ Ever lose a surgical case?” "Nope.
to
George B. Dill of Reading, Mass., ar
Parris T. Farwell, in his “Village vaudeville, which, never fails
18 hits; 15 assists; 1 error and ten I thought I was going to lose m
8 big wonderful acts every rived in town Wednesday night for a
Improvement,” urges the necessity of please.
stolen bases.
once, but it came out all right.” “The
The great—Walter week’s visit with his parents, Mr. and
planting and caring for trees for the one a feature.
Next Saturday, May 23, the Phillips patient came near dying, eh?” “Oh,
sake of the city’s or village’s beauty Chapin, eccentric comedian;
The Mrs. Elbridge Dill.
team will play Weld at Phillips. Ad he died. But his heirs paid for the
and healthfulness.
great—“ Wright” with his
educated
Cyrus Young who has been ill fo ra
operation.”
The side of the street having the dogs; The great—Mason and Spell long time has become entirely helpless. mission 10 and 15 cents.
most trees is the popular side in sum man, high class singers and dancers;
Bert Brown who has been helping care
mer. That is because it is the coolest
W E L D H IG H S C H O O L
BIRTHS.
young for him has gone to the Sisters’ hospi- ,
by about 20 degrees, Mr. Farwell tells The great—Howe, pleasing
Farmington, April 11, to Mr. aid
us, for “a full grown tree sends out vocalist; The great—Dixey with his tal in Lewiston.
Rev. Miss Robinscn, Miss Esther Mrs. F. Harold Gordon, a son.
187 gallons of water through its performing doves; The great—Greg
Dr. W. J. Carter is planning to pur
Farmington, May 1, to Mr. aa;
leaves into the air.” Shading the ory, the musical genius, 6 instrument chase a Ford roadster of A. D. Graff- Gilman of the W. C. T. U. and Miss
Althea Parlin, a former student
at Mrs. Charles W. Berry, a son.
ground also serves to moderate the and others.
Be sure and see Bess,
heat. And the air around the trees the wonderful high diving dog do his
Rangeley, May 11, to Mr. and M
i&
W. H. S. were present during the
A cement sidewalk is being construc
is more pure. “The foliage takes in little stunt from a top of 40
Harry
F.
Goodridge,
a
son.
morning
exercises
Monday,
May
18.
foot
ted on Pleasant street. The work is in
carbonic acid gas, which is poisonous
Farmington, May 7, to Mr. and
ladder in front of theatre at 7.30, ( charge of Eugene Hinkley, assisted by Miss Gilman gave a talk on temper
to us, and gives out oxygen, which is
.....
„
Mrs. Gedon Grigon, a daughter.
healthful, indeed, indispensable to weather permitting. The
Phillips] £)anje) Frazer, Roland Brown and ance and Miss Robinson spoke a few
Wilton, May 18, to Mr. and M
is.
words to the pupils.
Altheai Parlin
us.” Medical authorities recognize band will give a short concert. Pol- Ralph Hinkley.
(Kta>
sang “ Stand up for Jesus,” and when E. H. Morison, a son.
that trees promote the healthfulness ular prices, seats on sale at Preble’s
Weston Toothaker has been quite ill
encored, returned to the organ and Holmes.)
o f a community.
drug store and by the band boys.
the past week.
Farmington, April 23, to Mr. and
The tempering effect of trees on the
sang “ God will take care of you.”
A. M. Clark, the fisfh dealer from
Mrs. Wm. Whitfield of Somerville,
climate is not confined to summer.
Mrs.
Linscott A. Nickerson, t
Miss
Id
el
la
Wyman
was
also
present
Farmington, is usualfly on
hand Mass., is going to spend the summer
In winter they actually radiate heat,
daughter.
during the morning exercises.
Thursday
morning,
in
spite
of
diffi-j
with
her
mother,
Mrs.
Charles
E.
Berin addition to their benefits as wind
This morning, when
near, ry. Friends of Mrs. Whitfield are glad
breaks when planted in clumps and culties.
M A R R IA G E S .
Qualified in Part.
the residence of Joefit Wiilbur, his t0 iearn she is gaining since leaving the
groves.
Wilton, May 17, by Rev. J. R. Gif
She was very literary and he was
That it pays to have trees in the horse “ started something,” whiefc;. re- hospital and coming to p hillips.
town and city and on the farmstead is suited in a smashed cart and scatCharles F. Pinkham and Henry True not. He had spent a harrow evening ford, Leo E. Wilson and Annie l
shown by the fact that real estate on tered fish, but the remains were gat- ■went to Farmington, Saturday to get discussing authors, of whom he knew Easter, both of Dixfield.
Bhaded streets and that on which here d up and he made his rounds as the new Ford touring car purchased by nothing, and their bookr ->f which
W est Farmington, May 17, by Hr.
he knew less. Presently the maiden J. P. Barrett, Frank N. Harris ft
trees are growing sells for a better
Berry & Pinkham.
asked, archly: “ Of course, you’ve read
price. No little of the welfare and i, usuaL
Word received from Montford Hun-1 Miss Galvin of Milton, Mass., the ‘Romeo and Juliet’ ?” He floundered Mrs. Loey A. Smith, both of Fsr
prosperity of town, city or country
depends upon Its trees, “and there '.s toon states that his cavalry is protect- trained nuise who has been in the em- helpless for a moment, and then, hav ing ton.
a directconnection between theat- ;
*he water works at Vera Cruz. Ev- ; ploy of Mrs. H. H. Field for the past ing a brilliant, thought, blurted out,
DEATHS.
tractiveness of the villageor of the ! ery two or three days they have a few five weeks, left Phillips Saturday noon, happily: “ I've read ‘Romeo’ !”
home on the farm, and the love of the men captured. Just before the letter
Evelyn Whitfield of Somerville, Mass.
Weld, May 13, CarroOl E. Proctor.
cltizens^for their village or of the was written they had captured seven is ill this week with chicken pox at the
Explaining E zekiel’s Vision.
M. D., aged 55 years, 10 month6, ?
children on the farm for their home.” of the Mexicans and had two of their home of her grandmother, Mrs. Chas.
An eastern traveler now announces days.
men taken but they got them back. ! E. Berry.
In all seriousness that Ezekiel’s vision
West Farmdngtom, May 18, Mi*
Two of the marines were also stabbed.
Fred Hiscock of Farmington was in of the wheels was probably Inspired Mary F., widow' of David Bean, ag«c
Real Thing at Last.
by a natural phenomenon, such as was
75 years, 7 months, 14 days.
The Customer—“These grand opera The Mexicans will snoot and stab from town a few days recently,
seen about 1907 at sunset In Mesopo
any
point
they
have
a
chance
and
it
is
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Chandler
of
Farmington, May 14, Ernestine J®
phonograph records are no good. I
tamia, by Dr. Hume Griffith. The
can’t get anything out of half of them." not particularly safe strolling about Strong were in town Sunday,
appearance of bright concentric rings, ette, daughter of Chester H.
Dr. and Mrs. E. A. Sheehy assisted
The Salesman—“Yes, they are our very much.
spokes, and wings in the afterglow Mrs. Viola J. R . Brewer, aged 1yW,
finest achievement. You never can tell j D. F. Hoyt caught a fine one pound, in receiving at a reception in Rumford tallied exactly with the prophet’s de 11 mouths.
when they’ll sing. They’re so tempera-1 six ounct, trout Tuesday from the Mill recently which was tendered Hon. War- scription, and the time of year was
Phillips, May 18, Mrs. M. W. Aft
mental.”—Puck.
1street bridge.
ren
Phi.brook.
also that referred to by Ezekiel.
aged 89 years.
.
——1
■
—
------------------z zL ___ :
You cannot afford to miss the Grange
entertainment at their hall Wednesday
night, May 27. The program will in * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
clude an expose of masonry by eleven
ladies who have mastered its secrets.
The Republican Town committee has
been organized with B. F. Beal, chair
1449-1451-1453-1455 Broadway,
man and J. B. Morrison as secretary
and treasurer.
E. A. Peary of the Mile Square was ]
We have just now extended our Mail Order Department +
James Dixey Presents
in the village Friday for the first time '
to cover the New England States and as an Introductory +
after a ten days’ illness. He came very I
Offer show this fine Big Com
near having an attack of pneumonia. ;
fortable Rocker, made with ^
k.
He was attended by Dr. E. B. Currier.
Solid Oak Frame, covered in
LJk
Including
E. B. Whorff has been quite ill the
Genuine “ Utica Leather. ’ '
WKX
1past week, suffering with hemorrhages
All Hig-h Class Artists
of the lungs.
This Rocker is regularly

WILBUR HALLOO
Friday, M a y “ “

C. Ludwig Baumann & Company 1
J

Brooklyn. N. Y .

Benefit Phillips Cornet Band

DIXEY’S COMEDIANS
BIG V A U D E V IL L E ACTS
All Sensational Features

8

8

OUTSIDE ATTRACTION
FRFF
v r l i j “ b e s s ” wonderful high diving dog * *'■**•*-*

S P F P IA I

G et This One

A * 7.30 in front of theatre weather per
mitting dives from top of 40 foot ladder

Don’t Miss The Big City Show
Popular Prices Prevail

Seats now selling at Preble’s Drug Store
and by the Band Boys

Maine Woods Ads. P ay Best Be
cause It Reaches the People
You
W an t fo r Customers.
T r y It.

worth $15.00, Our Special
price to readers of the “ Maine
Woods” , $11.50. This Rocker
shipped Free to your R. R.
Station. Send $3.50 cash and
balance at $2.00 per month.

Strength comes from well digested
and thoroughly
assimilated food.
If there is anything else in our line
Hood’s Sarsaparilla tones the diges
of Furniture, Carpets, Couches, Ice
tive organs, and thus builds up the
Boxes or Baby Carriages which you
strength.
If you are getting “ run
need, write us for prices, terms, etc.
and we will gladly send you pict
down,” begin taking Hood’s at once.
ures.
It gives nerve, mental and digestive
strength.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * *
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CLASSIFIED

by the death of his brother Dr. Car-
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the room and looks as ittough the su
was shining there all the
time.
Mr. Wm. Cunningham of New York
Speaking of. the kitchen brings to
Concrete Box Is O rnam ental and May
lias arrived at his cottage.
mind the help for that department,
Be Removed W hen No Longer
for s a l e .
Ray Harnden is serving as janitor
Miss Florence Nimmo, who has serv
Necessary.
at the schoolhouse.
ed faithfully as head pastry cook for
FOR SALE—Village stand in Phillips
To protect growing trees with some
Recent arrivals as shown by the
a number of esasons is already with
Upper Village. Inquire pf J Blaine degree of permanency, the use of con Tavern register are: B. L. Taylor,
us as all round cook.
But
when
Morrison.
crete has been adopted, reinforced by E. H. Bowler, Stratton; W. W.
the ice goes out the olief will come
steel bars and rings, a singularly
and that will relieve her of part of
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating
ma pleasing design, resulting. The con Morse,, Janies M. Fagan, M. A. Nell,
Royal
her present duties.
The chef who
chine. In first class condition.
In crete tree box lends itself readily to H. D. Currier, H. Lagdon,
Messenger,
is coming is a stranger to us
at
quire at Maine W oods office.
decorative features, and color may Bragg Portland; Clras.
Mountain View, Leroy O. Paschal by
be introduced to harmonize with foli Jack Swift, P. H. Garvin, Geo. RyFOR SALE-—One of the best situat
nan, Boston; T. C. Batem-an, MadisomJ
name, a young man whose
mother
ed camps on the Richardson Lake.
J. A. Whitlock, Master Richard, Elhas worked as chef at Mooselookme
Fully furnished, electric lights,
IS
lingviille, Staten Island, Miss Dora
guntic House in seasons past.
bedrooms, pool room, dining room,
Reich, Joseph Wadsworth, New York£
Mr. Frank G. Plummer, who be
aittieg room, guides’ camps,
etc. |
F. M. Young, Bangor; Joel Wilbur,
gan his duties as clerk at Mountain
Suitable for Club House.
Address
Avon; J. H. Bonney, E. D. JackView House in 1897, returned for an
Mr. Wm.
Downing.
Box
son, T. J. McLaughlin, Jos. N. Matother season April 30, to take charge
3598, Boston Mass.
thien, Farmington; I. L.
Nevens,
of the housecleaning force. The work
Lewiston; C. E. Dyer, Mrs. F.
L.
of
cleaning and putting the house in
MOTOR BOATS for saLe.
Apply
Dyer, Strong.
order
for the summer is fast going
to C. M. Smalley, Belfast, Maine.
Axel D. Tibbetts has returned
on under Ms able direction.
Mr.
from New York and will be employed
Plummer spent the winter months
Generous
Gift
to
City.
:
W ANTED.
at Mr. Cunningham’s as usual.
An excellent example of an endow at Hot Springs, Arkansas, where he
Mather’s Day was observed at the ment that will be a source of continu spent the previous winter and his
WANTED— Potatoes at my store
church Sunday with, appropriate ex ous improvement to a city, and at the health improved in the genial warmth
house.
Notify by telephone night
ercises.
Miss Eliazbeth Gifford and same time a continuous memorial to hut he caught a fearful cold on his
before bringing them. B. F. Beal.
H. O. Huntoon each sang a solo. its founder is the Ferguson Monument return North and was confined to
Velma Tomlinson and Bertha Russell fund, administered by the trustees of his room five days in Boston,
at
WANTED Live animals.
Will buy
sang a duet.
Rev. H. A.
Childs the Art Institute of Chicago.
tended by a physician.
He
is
live mink, fox, skunk,
Mr. Ferguson, a public-spirited citi
chose for his text, Prov. 15: 20, “ A zen of that city, gave a bequest to hurrying around these warm spring
fisher, marten, otter,
the
Foolish Man Despiseth His Mother.” the Art Institute the income of which days trying to get ahead of
beaver, lynx and others.
Next Sunday will be observed in is to be used for the erection of mon game and have everything in readin
Write us before buying
or selling and about fur age or house co’ oring. When the tree memory of the Civil W ar veterans, umental sculpture, which shall serve ess for coming guests by the time
' farming. C. C. Garland, outgrows its narrow box, it is no and a good attendance is desired. to ornament the citv. Thus every few the ice is out.
His crew consists
great matter to remove the concrete Let everyone show his or her res years a great work of art will be erect of Mr. and Mrs. George Hunter of
Old Town, Maine.
and release the steel bars. While the pect for the G. A. R. men by being ed in that city.
Phillips, who have been here
for
WANTED—Experienced farmer. Must first cost is somewhat higher than a ' present and worshiping with them on
the past two seasons, and Mrs. Hunt
Playing Card Output.
be able to work in a garden.
J. good wooden box, the lasting quali this day.
er was here a number of seasons be
According to official figures, about
ties of the concrete make it worth
Lewis York, Rangeley.
George will
6,562,000 packs of playing cards were fore her marriage.
while.— Popular Mechanics.
sold in Germany last year, exclusive have his regular work in the office
M IS C E L L A N E O U S .
CO-OPERATE FOR MODEL CITY of those exported. This is equal to and his wife will have the care of
TIME TO THINK OF BEAUTY
Carl
a daily average of about 18,000 packs. the Annex this season; Mrs.
BARGAINS in firearms, binoculars,
Grover of Phillips, who will work in
C
ivic
Organizations
and
High
School
watches and jew elry; list for stamp. D ep a rtm e n t of A g ricu ltu re Gives Good
the main dining room when ' it is
Boys Doing Splendid W ork
Advice on a M ost Im p ortan t
Boscoe V . Hurd, 126 W est 23, New
opened for the summer.
She and
at Reading, Pa.
Subject.
York.
Mr. Grover have spent the
winter
here and he will work in the stable
Reading, Pa., has a number of civic
The appropriate use of trees, shrubs,
this summer; Mrs. Ethel Bandon of
vines, and herbaceous plants in the organizations, such as the Woman’s
AVON
adornment of city, village, suburban, club, Civic league, civic division of
Rumford, Miss Edna Hutchins and
or country home grounds giyes a the Woman’s club and the Reading
Miss Blanche Douglass of
Madrid
May 20.
charm and beauty which are interest Kindergarten association, and all have
and James Boyle of Stratton, the
Miss Angie Pease, who is working
ing and pleasing to the passer-by as accomplished noble work. But the
latter working in the office
with
in Dryden was home over Sunday. well as to the occupant of the home, youngest workers, and probably the
George Hunter.
She came with her cousin, Howard says the U. S. department of agricul most enthusiastic in this sphere, are
Miss Eva Hamblen, who has had
Pease.
ture. Plants are a means of express the members of the high school for
charge of the dining room for a num
D. W. W ells lias purchased a Ford ing restfulness and beauty. Their boys, who belong to the civic classes,
ber of seasons past, is here
and
gradually changing aspect with the and who are under the instruction and
auto.
will take her place in the
dining
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W escott of Far succession of the seasons heightens direction of Prof. S. H. Ziegler, one
Mountain View, Me.,
of the city’s greatest enthusiasts for
room ready to welcome the old tim
mington visited at Mrs. Emma Ray their pleasing effect and relieves mo a more beautiful Reading, a cleaner,
May 12, 1914.
notony. The changes which occur in
ers back again, when the
season
mond's Sunday; also Miss
Irma the life of vegetation during the year better, larger city. He has been teach
A. S. Hinds of Portland, who has opens.
Sampson of Avon and Ray W elts of. have caused man to speak of the ing and preaching at almost every recently returned from a trip
to
Miss Katherine Russ of Dextex,
Madrid.
stages of human existence as the recitation civic pride, until the noble Egypt with his family, registered at
Mrs. Emma Raymond is an
the ‘Spring,’’ “ summer,” and “ autumn” of work of the boys has been recognized Mountain View Saturday, the 9th. He who has been here four summers
and spent the past winter here at
life. The leaf, the branch, and the by the former board of trade, and
sick list.
spent Sunday here, visiting
his tending to the wants of the people
flower, as well as the general form of the state board of education has taken
Lake in the dining room, is here ready for
the plant, manifest a grace and beauty an interest in what they have accom camp on Mooselookmeguntic
WEST MILLS
which art endeavors to copy. While plished and set out to accomplish. during the day, to look over the new another summer’s work.
had
art cannot take the place of nature, it City officials and the chamber of com electric light plant he has
-f---------Frank Collins is still here, having
May 19.
nevertheless plays an important part merce give them encouragement, so installed there this spring. The wir done the chores about the place
Misses Badger and Bailey
spent in teaching us to see and appreciate that there are almost 100 boys from ing is all finished and the new plant for the last two years.
the beauties of nature.
freshman to seniors who are peeping was tried out last week.
tii© weak end in Winthirop.
It con
Miss Ruth Hamblen will again
Man should first provide for his ne into every nook and corner of the city, sists of a dynamo and sixty-five stor
Elder Bigelow is repairing
the
have
charge of the postoffice as in
cessities, then for comforts, and final into alleys and byways and around age batteries, with a kerosene en
parsonage, both inside and out.
seasons past.
At present she is
ly
for
pleasures.
In
a
new
country
such
corners
and
over
fences
to
see
if
they
Leonard Glia pm an went to Madison
The whole outfit costing a- looking after the garden, to
see
as ours, the expenditure of time and can find something that ought to be gine.
last Monday on business.
bout fifteen hundred dollars, but it that all goes well with that.
means for the adornment of grounds removed.
At the M. E. church, “ Go
to has naturally received too little atten
And now, last but not least, ,we
Practically every member has a pa is none too good for Mr. Hinds’ fine
Church Sunday-’ will be
observed tion. The people have been necessar per pad in his inside coat pocket and set of camps, the finest in this whole must mention George Church,
who
next Sunday.
There will be special ily concerned with acquiring lands a kodak in the outer pocket when they region.
He has 75 lights about the has charge of the stable as usual.
music, for the occasion with an ap and buildings. But a stage of devel make their trips of investigation, and place, which are started on the dy George is an old timer indeed, for
opment has now been reached when as things appear before their eyes namo then switched onto the bat he was here before Mr. Bowley took
propriate sermon by the pastor.
Andrew Emery is much better this Americans shouid give more attention they are noted in the book or pictured teries.
The engine charging the possession of the place, having work
to the embellishment of their home on the film, so that they have a two
dynamo is run with kerosene
after ed a number of years for Mr. Kim
Week and is driving the mail again.
grounds.
fold record which will bear them out
being started with gasolene. There ball, the previous owner.
Mrs. D. L. Badger was in Madi-;
That is
when they make reports as to the
is another small engine used
to a long time to spend in one
eon last Monday.
place
necessity
for
immediate
remedies
or
STEAM ERS
W ERE
LAUNCHED
pump water which is also connected and doing the same work.
Mrs. Grant and Miss
Leeman
But he
improvements.
TUESDAY.
with the batteries and [recharges them would not care to do anything else
have returned from their visit to
as fast as they are used. This will as he dearly loves a good horse and
Lewiston.
(Continued from Page One.)
make
a great addition to the place.
Rev. George Timkham has re£um,ed and stabile moved back to his lot on
has drawn rein over the backs of a
Spoiled Her Evening.
from his visit to Monmouth.
Florence, good many fine steppers as well as
i Lake street and will £rect a modern Madge—“ How was it you didn’t have George T. Cutler of
Andrew Emery set out two thou house on the lot which lie now o c-; a good time at the reception?” Mar Mass., who has been a guest
here many of the larger type of horses,
sand strawberry plants last
Mon j eupies.
jorie—“I heard a story about a girl for several seasons in the past,, like those he is now driving to the
who was there, but she kept within coming for the last previous
stdy, Istation every day, a beautiful pair
day.
O. R. Rowe and Orrie Haley left
Miss Lydia Gifford has been on Monday afternoon, for Farmington to hearing all the time, and I couldn t six years ago, arrived
Wednesday of blacks, the handsomest pair ever,
tell it to anybody.”—Life.
night, May 6th for an extended stay. so George thinks, and they certainly
the sick list for the past week.
attend vourt, O. R. Rowe being
(Continued on page eight).
Last Friday morning the pupils and drawn as Traverse Juror.
He has never been here at this
They
season of the year before and all
teachers of the village schools spent made the trip in Rowe’s automobile.
the doings of workmen and
work
the time in improving the looks of
Dr. A. M. Rc®s was called to Kenwomen are very interesting to him,
the grounds around the
buildings. nebago Friday, profession ally.
as they put things to rights about
We greatly appreciate the diff *rence
Mrs. A nn- Tcothaker has been in
the place.
He takes long
walks
in appearance the few hours’ of work poor health the past few weeks.
gathering
pussy
willows
and
other
made.
Muriel Hoar, Eugene Easeley, Mar
early spring blooms.
He is
also
ian Quirmby, Haydctn Hun toon, Mason
much
interested
in
waitchingjathe
ice.
................................. mi.............. ........... ..
Russell, Howard Herrick, Mr.
andj
This has been a cold cloudy day
Mrs. E. W. Marshall enjoyed
the
William F. Nye is the great
and Mr. Lamb, Mrs. Bowley’s fath
week end at Herrick’s camps.
est authority on refined oils in the
er has enjoyed sitting by the fire
Funeral services for Andrew
J. world. He was the first bottler; has
m
----------------------------- '
more than walking out of doors, as
j
Ladd,
the
infant
son
of
Mr.
andj
m
the largest business and NYOIL
is his custom on fine days.
Mrs. David Dadd were held at thiei
434 Congress St.,
is the best oil he has ever made.
I W. Mitchell of Rangeley is re
church
Tuesday
morning
at
10
o’clock
PORTLAND, M A I N E
pairing Mountain Viieiw House.
AThe little one was about five months
NYOIL
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
| Erected in 1 9 1 1 , mid p o sitiv e ly the on ly |
mong his helpers is his
brother,
old.
The parents have the sympa
HAS NO EQUAL.
Fireproof H otel in the C ity
Offers room with hot and
George, and F. D. Briggs of Norway,
\
. Elevator Service,
P riv a te and P u b lic = thy of -all.
cold water for $1.00 per day
- Beware of scented mixtures called
Maine.
They
are
all
working
as
| Baths and every convenience for the com - |
Both steamers, the Oquossoc and oil.
and up, which includes free
Use NYOIL on everything
| tort of quests inclnd ing
fast as possible to get the
work
use of public shower baths.
Rangrley were launched Tuesday, where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica done before the guests get
I H O T A N D COLD RUNNING
§ preparatory to the summer travel.
here.
Nothing to Equal This in New England
| W ATER
AND LOCAL AND
|
They also have some inside work to
G. A. Proctor was called to Weld tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
Rooms with private baths
I LONG
DISTANCE TELE- §
your firearms and your rod. -You will do and boats to paint, which is like
fer $1.50 per day and up;
1 PH ONE IN
EVERY
ROOM §
ly to keep them all busy for
some
find it by far the best. Hardware and
suites of two rooms and bath
F O X ^ S W A N T E D
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
little time yet.
The house is to
I SPLENDID R E S T A U R A N T C O N N E C T E D |
for $4.00 per day and up.
Alive, unhurt, all hinds, old or young. Also
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
i FEATURING FO U L A K PR It E M E N U S § mink, marten, and fisher.
be white, French grey trim,
dark
Will handle above
ABSOLUTELY
FIREPROOF
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
|American Plan 82.50 per day. upward = j named animals at all times of year. Write ogreen blinds and black sash, a very
wire what you have to offe-', stating lowest
Strictly
a
Temperance
Hotel
|European Plan 81.00 per day, upward | price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write
pretty combination.
The
kitchen
W M . F. NYE,
Send for Booklet
.
S Utters of inquiry regarding rates etc., promptly answered, j
me for prices and information before buying,
has received a coat or two of yellow
M. F. S T E V E N S .
| U.E. THURSTON. R. F. HIMM ELEIN. |
Manager
Gen.
STORER
F.
CRAFTS,
New
Bedford,
Mass.
Dover, Maine.
fire proof paint, which lightens up
Proprieto- a.
/ ,
Tel. 64-15
One cent a word in advance.
No headline or
Other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order

J.

p. o.

PROTECTS THE GROWING TREE roll Proctor last week.

Street Cleanliness.
Perhaps the most striking difference
noticed by the American tourist
abroad between American and Euro
pean cities is the cleanness of the
streets of the latter, particularly in
such places as Berlin and Di’esden.
Clean streets, as the term is under
stood abroad, are unknown in the cit
ies of the United States. The dirti
ness of our streets both in summer
and wfhter, with their clouds of dust
charged with disease germs and filth
of all kinds, makes walking almost
intolerable and imposes on storekeep
ers and housekeepers a burden of
cleaning that is far more expensive
in the aggregate than would be the
proper and systematic cleaning of the
streets.
Only occasionally when the streets
are locally flushed can the conditions
of our streets ^e compared with those
abroad, where street cleanliness is
one of the first principles of city ad
ministration.

NEWSY ITEMS FROM
MOUNTAIN VIEW

Many Old Timers Will Arrive
Early—Date of Ice Leaving
Still Unsettled.

Catering to "Up State” Folks!

CHASE HOUSE
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Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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to waning afternoon, was beautiful and ness and of necessity quick aiming
games they are to play this s 3ason enough so that we were able
Hardly
a we kept our canoes close together just as required in hunting.
with their new outfit.
George Dill give up the pick pole.
while we sang, oh, almost
every
sound
broke
the
silence
of
that
won
Thun there is “ partridge
shootof the West Rangeley team has sign
Bob is a splen ing.”
At the word of command, six
ed for pitcher this summer and the derful wilderness, except once in a song I ever knew.
dis did baritone, and Peter sings a bully clay pigeons are thrown from con|Moos elookmeguntic team are already while when a noisy kingfisher
I helped out with the
high cealed traps ever a hedge, behind
making dates with the expectation of turbed by our aproach, sailed off, tenor.
By Fly Rod
notes and once I’m sure that I struck which the shooter is stationed. Two
chattering shrilly.
some exciting games.
Haines Landing, Me.,
shots are allowed at the “partridg.
Do you know Jerry, Peter still high z.
5.00 p. m., May 17, 1914.
According to the engagement books
I
am
This time we negotiated
Skewaga es” of five coveys each. Some good
It was hard for me to realize this by next Saturday night, there will thinks that I’m engaged.
forenoon as I came across the lake in be a good crowd here.
The house sure he does, or if he doesn’t, he’s rapids without incident, in single averages are obtained and It is very
seemed, interesting shooting.
the steamer “ Dorothy” that 48 hours opened Friday, May 15, and
the not sure that I’m not. Every morn file ,and all too soon, it
ing
since
I
first
met
him
I’ve
caught
came up to the little steamer wait
Another game consists of dividing
ago it was ice-bound, as
Ramgeley first guests were Mr. and Mrs. A.
the party into two squads and stand
Lake is at the present time. Com A. Jenks of Pawtucket, R. I., who him looking at my left hand and he’s ing at the end of the big lake.
Darkness had overtaken us before ing in front of two large towers,
ing up to the wharf it seemed like after an absence of several
years the most puzzled man you ever saw.
Just for fun, I’m going to
get we reached the hotel, ana we wemt One bird is thrown for each man in
mid-summer, Old Glory was floating have*, returned and last evening were
in the air, guides and guests
were joined by their friends, Mr.
amd John’s girl to loan me her ring some to our cabin by lantern light. I was the squad, being thrown toward and
in
coming and going and, a general at Mrs. Henry G. Thresher of the same day, and give Mr. Peter a real shock too tired to change my clothes for over the head of the shooter.
,
once
more.
I
wonder
how
he’d
treat)
supper
and
went
to
the
dining
room
order
to
secure
a
“
kill,
”it
is
nec
mosphere of activity prevailed.
city and the party plan to keep the
Sleep that night— essary to break these birds before
I was warmly greeted by the hos hearth-stone warm at camp 6 until; me if he knew positively that I was just as I was.
Sometimes I feel as goodness, how I did pound the pill owe they cross a certain line.
tess, Mrs. F. B. Burns, who certain June.
To-day they are
arranging 1not engaged?
ly must have been a very busy wom for guides and intend to open
Then, the shooter standing in front
the if I ought to teli- him, hut then it for ten solid hours.
would he au awkward thing to blurt
This morning, when I got up, I of one tower and alogskle of anan the past six weeks, as is evident fish record to-morrow.
out and would make me appear like was as stiff as an old grandmother; other, a bird is thrown as
by the wonderful amount that
has
just
Arthur E. Gauthier and son Emile a little fool.
I'll,have to get Uncle from sitting so long in the
canoe, described.
been accomplished by the crew of
After
firing
at
that,
a
Gauthier of Rumford, Me., came here Jo to enlighten him 1 guess.
I suppose.
woi'lters that have hustled. Every last night for a few days* fishing.
second bird is thrown from the tower
We got to our picnic ground
at
Now I must close this long letter alongside which the shooter is stand
thing is in first class shape, in doors
The flag is flying at Oxford Bear last; a beautiful little cove in the as the noon buck-board is about to
and out, the interior of the house
ing, it being necessary to turn and
the river hank, where there was a grove start.
having been renovated and
many Camp as three generations of
shoot at a second bird. This is also
Bishees
of
Rumford
are
there.
Hon.
of fragrant pine trees and a spring
Be a good little girl and
don’t very good practice and fine sport.
improvements having been
made.
A handsome pair of large
brown orahle Geo. D. Bisbee, his son, Stan of water that was so cold, it made forget to write to “ Di.”
A great deal of competition may be
Peter built a fire P. S.
I just heard two shots up on j raised between •two squads of shoot
horses have been added to
the ley and grandson Spaulding, who in your teeth ache.
I wonder if it
is ers.
stable, the stage newly painted and a few weeks will graduate from the and cut the potatoes for French fry the mountain.
a new express wagon installed with Boston Law School and follow in the ing and in fact, did about everything Bob and Peter.
“ Grouse shooting” is one of the
who while I sort of helped as best I
(Continued next w eek.)
Myrick Heath and Joseph Gallant foot-steps of his grandfather,
most interesting forms of
English
for many years has been one
of could.
He seemed to know iexactly
in charge as formerly.
trap-shooting.
The
shooter
stands
T R A P S H O O T IN G IN E N G L A N D
The two daily mails are now re the best known lawyers in tnis part what to do, and just the right time
back of an embankment facing a
to do it, so I guess that my help did Sport R ather Than High Averages trap, and with a second trap at the
ceived and the postoffice assistant is of the state.
The porter, Frank Jenkins, will be not amount to very much after all.
Miss Carrie Frost of Bowdoinbam,
T h e O bject Sought— A Pleasant
right or left.
At the word of com
Just as the coffee was ready, Bob
Maine.
Miss Ann. V. Ryan of New busy for several days filling the
D ay’s Outing.
mand, the “ grouse” is thrown at
—
They
ton, Mass., who lias for four years wood boxes at all the cabins, for and Uncle Jo came in sight.
great speed, low and over the head
Trap shooting in the United States
pats, been very popular with
the among those who are expected this were in high spirits because Uncle
of the shooter.
Immediately
on
hotel guests has resumed her duties week to occupy them are the well- had caught a salmon, not a very big is a game followed by its thousands firing at this bird, the trap on the
Worcester, one to be sure, but a salmon, nev of enthusiasts, with the one object left or right is sprung and the
and will be assisted by Miss Cecile known Marble party of
Mass., the Half Past Six Club
of ertheless, and they seemed to think of producing high scores per 100 shooter, upon turning around, sees
S. Browne, of Lynn, Mass..
It consists
almost
Plank trout for which the hotel is Portland, the Ingraham party of Pear that it was quite a feat to get one birds shot at.
the second bird going away
from
t
entirely
of
one
form
of
shooting;
that
body,
Mass.,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Abbott
so
far
up
the
river.
My!
hut
we
noted will again be served by Chef
him.
Sometimes the trap
facing
is,
standing
sixteen
yards
behind
a
Andrews and the pastry cooking will and sons of Westfords, Mass., Mr. were hungry, and the steak that Pet
the shooter will throw two
birds
be again in charge of Mrs. Alice and Mrs. H. E. Tieke of Providence, er had broiled was simply delicious. trap with a gun to the shoulder and instead of one for the purpose of
attempting
to
break
the
“
birds”
as
R. I.
All of these people know how Bob told 3iim that he ought to get
Bates.
confusing the shooter and training
The carpenters are busy remodell to fish and as the guides claim the a license and he a guide, but Peter they are thrown, the participant be him in quickly deciding at
which
ing and adding to the studio build conditions indicate everything needed said he would rather stick to being ing allowed one shot per bird. This' bird he will shoot.
anglers a canoe-man where he’d be “ guyed” is the American game of trap shoot-, At one shoot which the writer
ing, which is leased to Bert Kim for good fishing, let the
Lng, and in truth, even with almost
e fish and the Maine Woods all the time.
ball, of Lynn, Mass., whose wonder reel in
attended, Mrs. W. P. Grosvenor, one
shooter’s
It- took us about one hour to get every advantage on the
ful work in photography has made will reel off the yarns
of the best amateur trap shooters of
a
most
difficult
andi
The store of H. L. Welch has been that luncli and just about ten minu side,
him famous in the Rangeely region
England, not only vanquished her
I fascinating sport.
In this particu
Mr. and Mrs. Kimball will be at enlarged and if possible looks mono tes to eat i t
competitors at "grouse” shooting, in
lar
game
we
have
produced
world’s
After
we
were
through
and
the
attractive
than
ever.
In
addition
to
home there for the summer
after
which she averaged seven out of ten
whose;
the usual fire line of fishing tackle things had been washed, Uncle j champions galore and men
this week.
birds thrown, but also
maintained
1
averages
for
the
season
reach
the
sprawled
off
for
his
usual
siesta.
he
has
now
received
a
large
con
Camp Ridlon is occupied for the
her supremacy in the other depart
remarkable
score
of
97
per
cent.
goods from Japan. Bob joined him, which was rather
summer by Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Page signment of
ments of the sport.
American trap
“ Herb” lias had a busy winter, hav unusual, as I’ve never seen him do it Shooters who make 90 per cent, are shooters would be glad to welcome
and Mrs. J. R Burns is with them.
considered Al, while 80 per cent,
Frank Fuller, bell-man, will con ing mounted 274 trout and salmon Ibefore.
Mrs. Grosvenor to this country, as
I accused him of being tuckered shooters are quite good.
tinue to be manager for the Moose- which have all been finished and
it is certain she would produce high
In England, trap shooting is car
of out from lids pole up the river.
lookmeguntic ball team and H. L. sent to the owners as a proof
scores in the game as it is practiced
“ I ain’t as young as I used to be,” ried on, not for high scores, but to in the United States.
Welch, .captain.
All Frank
can “ Th|9 big fellows we catch down to
possible, |
! said he, “ an’ just naturally git tired reproduce, as nearly as
talk about just now is the
great Rangeley.”
Passing from the “ grouse,” the
is game conditions as found in actual shooter is conducted to the base of
The steamer has whistled and the 1once in a while; besides two
j hunting. It is a pastime and amuse two larger towers, from which posi
captain calls, “Come Fly Rod, if you ! company you know and three—”
Peter suggested that we go on up ment to teach the shooters profici - 1tion lie shoots at birds thrown from
are going back with us, drop your
he I ency in field conditions.
note book,” so down the lake I go the river a little further; aud
three stages, the highest being 120
In visiting the London shooting
to record what is going on etc. A would show me the the place where
feet.
Each shooter is allowed to
on grounds, one first shoots over traps take any bird he pleases, and while
gentlemen from Rangeley has just he and Mr. Caywood struck it
He was very much more in a similar manner to the way it it is not a game upon which averag
arrived by auto and says “ I don’t see their^ trip.
how the ice is all going to leave talkative than he had been in the is done in the United States. But, es may be based, yet it is wonder
'and each a
Rangeley lake before the 20th,” but morning and told me a lot of things instead of one trap, there are five ful practice for overhead shooting.
better loaf than
He arranged in a semi-circle. The shoot
the fishermen are coming and
the about his wilderness journey.
Somewhat similar sport is secured
"you have evermade
dreaded
the
thought
of
returning
to er is not allowed to hold the gun by throwing birds from a tower plac
summer too.
before— yours if
of
the city, he said, as he loves the to the shoulder when the call
Fly Rod.
ed between two large trees. These
These traps are
wuod •
I accused him of being a “ pull” is given.
you will only
targets are thrown to the right and
KENNEBAGO LETTER S
about
five
yards
aipart,
and
the
birds
discontented soul, which he hotly
specify W il
left of the tower at great velocity,
are thrown from unknown traps at
resen te-*.
l i am T e l l
the shooter being compelled to hit
(Continued from page two)
unknown
angles.
W " got to the end of the river at
in a place like that, and be all ready
them before they strike the trees,
w h e n you
Differentiating again from
the
last, up where it opens out into little
This is great practice especially in
to
squeal
at
the
proper
moment.”
order flour.
American
game,
Eng
Kennebago Lake, and a pretty lake strictly
teaching a shooter to properly "lead"
We rested for a while and Peter
shooters
walk
to
this
it was, absolutely wild, and shut in lish
Just as good for
a bird.
smoked a cigarette.
Did you ever
lime
one
at a
time
on all sices by thick forests.
A firing
cake and biscuits and
notice how wonderfully
cigarettes
The writer, as an American obser
hea.vv w.rd •- -s blowing, so we did and, a<s a rule, are given a cer
pastry and all the rest
i smell, out in the open?
I
don’t
ver of this sport, thought that in
If
not venture out, but coi.to'ited
our tain number of birds to shoot.
of the good things
genuity had about been exhausted in
wonder that men love to
smoke
selves with a survey fretn the mouth the shooter fails to break the bird
to eat that good
them.
They must be
fascinating
supplying novel ways of shooting at
of the river.
Peter showed me just with the first barrel, or with the first
flour makes.
things after you get used to them so
clay birds, when much to his sur
whore the trail came
down the shot in case a repeating gun
is
All extra nutri
that you can pull without coughing
prise the party was conducted to a
mountain where they came in from used, he may fire a second
time.
tious, too, be
your Lead off.
Remember the time
small lake upon which was a boat
Canada.
Generally two points are credited if
cause William
we tried it Jerry?
Ugh—I can
The shooters, one by one, were in
We stayed by the lake for a little the bird is “ killed” with the first
Tell is milled byi
feel now, just as I felt that
day;
vited to get into the boat,
while and then drifted slowly
back barrel, and one point if secured with
our special process
and how everything went round and
(Continued on page 7.)
with the current.
I steered
the the second barrel.
The Englishman
from Ohio Red Winter
round for hours afterwards.
canoe while Peter lay off in
the seldom shoots on^ a basis of
one
Wheat— the richest
Peter and I were not particularly
bottom.
Really, I think that he shot only per bird, as we do in this
andL lest grown.
interested in the prospects for fish
nearly went to sleqp, but when
I country.
While this style of shoot
ing, so we left our older compan
teased him about it, he said that he ing over five traps with the
gun
ions to try some casts above
the
hadn’t been asleep at all, but had below the elbow the high averages
rapids, and started on up the river
been watching me all the time.
of the American game are not possi
towards our lunching place. It took
W e passed the place where we had ble, it is nevertheless equally or mor®
1C .
us over an hour to get there.
We
lunched, but Uncle and Bob were difficult and likewise a splendid,
just floated along slowly, on
the
0. H. MCKENZIE TRADING
not there and it was a mile or so be sport.
silent river.
The water was
deep
Phillips, Ms.
low belfore we came up to them, layThis, however, is but one phase of
ed to at the side of the river
and the English game.
The
shooting
Uncle making his last casts of the party is next taken to a field over
Catches by the neck or body in
season.
stead of the feet, killing instantly
grown with brush and bushes through
without injuring the pelt. A hu
“ Hello,” called Bob as we came which ruu parallel lanes.
The
mane feature that is very com
mendable: B ESID ES IT S A V E S
up. “ who is the dead man you have shooter walks down these lanes gun
E V E R Y FUR FOR TH E T R A P 
Keep A Bottle Handy!
PE R . The only trap ever con
there in the canoe, Miss
Morgan. in hand and the attendants spring
structed with a D O U BLE TR IP
You never know how soon you’ll
Golly,
he
better
try
playin’
croquet.
A C T IO N , a bait trigger and a foot
concealed traps which
sometimes
need a re lia b le Family Medicine
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
“Pick polin” is too strenuous for throw a bird away from the shoot
ing furs of mink, skunk, "c o o n ” ,
“ L. F.” Atwood’s
etc. There is no escape, the trap
him I Reckon.”
er, sometimes across the field
and
for 6o years, has been the old
per gets every pelt.
I laughed, “ I’m taking his place sometimes over the shooter’s head—
New England standby—for colds,
n i M C brings illustrated Guide
U I 'U L. giving the first time in
you see.”
dyspepsia, constipation and other
just
as
birds
might
fly
in
actual
print the treasured secrets of the
complaints. Mrs. Smith writes:
“ We thought as how you two were hunting.
wisest old trappers in this country.
Again an attendant will
Bradford, Mass.
It’s worth dollars to you.
surely lost,” he answered, “ we were walk bjehind the shooter and roll a
‘ ‘Y o u r 'L . F .’ Atwood’s Medicine is fine.
It is certainly all right. I have taken it
just about going along without you. clay bird up the lane.
This target
many years, and wouldn’t be without it.
When my father was very sick, I go* a
W e’ve got .to hurry If we want to is known as a “ rabbit.”
Upon
bottle for hint and it helped him at once.”
catch that' steamer up the lake. shooting at this he recovers
(signed] M rs. F lora S mith
just
Be prepared. Get a bottle TO-DAY
Captain’s a very punctilious man, an’ in time to see a bird thrown from
and keep it handy. 35c at all stores.
he’d as lief lost a thumb as be one one of the concealed traps. This,
Sample F R E E
w r i t e us.
L
F.” M edicine Co., Portland, Me.
minute late in starting.”
of course, is fine practice and
a
The trip down the river in
th# great deal of fun.
It teaches keen

FLY ROD’S
NOTE BOOK

Medicine

A

TRAPPERS' SUPPLY CO.,

Box W,

OAK PARK, ILL.

M A IN E
ROUND

INTO

WOODS,

MOUNTAIN— AND echo of her farewell.
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t

few miles through fragrant meadow expectedly, lets loose a blood-curd seasons ago, which now adorns our
and forest glade, by babbling brook ling shriek and grabs Patrick by the dining-room wall; but that is an
and rushing, foam-crest stream
to foot.
Our New York friend imitat other story which has to do with
In Tw o Hike*
our retreat in the mountain fastness, ed the ghost to perfection, yell and another “ hike.”
awaits us yonder, to which it now all, and grabbed—not his wife; oh,
So we fished, tramped, practiced
Hike One, In Which the Lady
gives me the greatest pleasure to es no! she had heard him tell
the with the rifle, ate, and slept for
Converted.
cort my queen to her seat of hon story before and was out of reach; three short weeks; but as these are
I turned just in time to duck but he did get a clutch on a cer the only camps In the whole
Bigelow at last, after an all-day’s or.”
of
Now, gentle reader, if you,
like ride and three changes of
trains, a landing net and creel, and also to tain other lady’s arm as she, with a Alder Stream township we
could
the writer happen to be a commut and you begin to realize that this hear the newly arrived lady passen shriek as loud as his or any of the explore but a, small part of the
er—whether of the common garden certainly is off the “ beaten track,” ger remark that slue was “ glad she three or four others, made a dive for thirty-odd square miles of forest,
variety of strap-hanger, or are whirl and you will realize it more fully had not got to take that trip again the open.
lakes, and streams. But no matter
ed home from your office in a lav before you reach your destination, to-night,—why it was perfectly hor
Well, it was some time
before how far we strayed, or how hungry
ender-tinted limousine with a French and you will equally realize that rid,” and so on, and in a moment it peace andquietwere restored to that or tired on our return, two tilings
chauffeur—please do not try to join therein lies one of its
sleepy we were always sure of—a bounti
(principal began to shower over our way—two camp, and judging by the
drops at a time into a little white yawns of some of the female popula- ful repast of Mrs. Blackwell’s
us in this little trip until you reach |charms,
fa
home.
Honk! honk! Don’t jump for (i handkerchief, while I smoked hard |tion the next day most of them had mous cooking and a cool, refreshing
That was six years
Then, after the evening meal, fill sidewalk curb.
You have left the and fast and kept still. Finally the . lain awake a greater part of the night’s sleep.
four
your pipe and draw up around the street traffic of the city far behind, shower eelared uip and we started,! night expecting the ghost’s return, ago, and I have been back
evidence and some three hours later, after but he kept under cover till break-1 times since then for the late fall
optn fire (which in most cases will and that jump is ample
be a coil of steam pipes or a grat- that you came none too soon, for (to me at least) a really delightful j fast time, ■and then was so bright and bunting, and both the food and the
ing over a hole in the floor) and, in y °ur nerves are rather on
edge. though muddy ride, we arrived at smiling that he was gradually for- cabins are just as good and better.
more That is why it is “ home” to so many
imagination come with me and a That was only Ed Grose reminding ca.mp just as the sun settled slowly given, although he told no
ghost stories.
of us.
few jolly friends to a little
.cold, yen that he -was waiting to take you down behind Snow Mountain.
The lady had not as yet seen a
As we came up the last rise and
Finally one cloudy morning the
spring-fed lake twenty-three hundred
llis hostelry, “ The Blanchard,” at
the deer in its native haunts, and so same old buckboard rattled up to
feet above the sea level, deep in the I Stratton, eight miles distant, or six out into the little celaring
heart of the mountain wilderness of miles farther to “ The Sargent,”
at beauty of the spot at once impressed one evening about dusk we paddled our cabin door, our trunk and duffle
To the left was the lake, with slowly and quietly a mile or more were stowed aboard, covered,
Maine, In what is known as the Dead Bustis, now also run by Ed.
You us.
and
m ust;the beavily wooded slopes of the down the lake to a hank overlooking roped, and two sorrowful-looking
River Region, twenty-five miles from cannot dodge him, as you
Bigelow, the terminal o f the narrow- spend the night at one place or th e! mountains extending to the water’s a small shallow outlet or dead-water individuals clambered in after them.
to Then it began to shower in more
gauge railroad, and about ten miles oth<r, so we will keep right on to ed&e>
to the right the row of where they were apt to come
ten or a dozen log cabins, with their drink.
places than one, and as we rattled
from the Canadian border.
Eustis, the last settlement.
Pushing the nose of the % canoe and humped down the long ridge
Up
the
mile-long
hill,
over
the[
red-curtained
windows
and
the
My first “hike” to this little Iso
the
curling j carefully onto the sandy shore, we and forded Big Alder Stream
lated log-cabin settlement, half hid Height of Land, then out through!Siriloke of birch loS fires
laizly upward from the inhabited alighted with equal care, and our rain came down in torrents, drench
the
sparsely
settled
country,
under
den among the firs and spruces, was
And also, there was
our moccasins made no noise as we ing us to the skin long before
we
the result of a search some
six Bie shadow o F that lofty sentinel, ones.
host,
Dion
Blackwell,
and
Mrs.
Black- : crept up the bank which years ago reached Eustis.
The
little
whiskey
years ago on the part of my better Mount Bigelow, we
streak
along
formed part of a beaver dam, and flask did its duty oil this cold, we<t
half and myself for something
dif- t r o u g h the starlit night, stopping well to welcome us.
We
were
assigned
to
a
cabin
peered cautiously over.
A couple ride, and but for it, or rather its
ferent from, the vacation life afforded' a moruent in the neat little village
kingfishers looking for their eve contents, we might have become
at the general summer
hotel o r | S t r a t t o n , t h e n on through the about midway “ down the line,”
ning meal was the only sign of life thoroughly chilled.
A little of it is
boarding-house, no matter how quiet, woods to Eustis.
Revived by the commanding a fine
unobstructed
that met our gaze, and their occa sometimes needful.
Don’t ever go
they may be or how good the food , 1 night ride in the open air we
are view, and in which a fire
was alsional chatter the only noise that into the woods without it—a little
the table, the air, and the fishing.
more than able to do justice to a hot
ready
doing its share to extend us
reached our ears on the calm nigli-t cf it.
The “ call of the wild” seemed s o ' SU;pp(r aflnd a comfortable bed.
warmth and good cheer, for
we
air.
Finally they departed, and the
Arriving at Eustis, we built a big
insistent that w'e should desert the! Bin my first trip to this neck of were more or less damp and muddy.
stillness, accentuated by the nerves wood fire in the air tight
stove,
The
furnishings
consisted
of
two
deep-worn path of the regular vaca- woods we came to Eustis by way of
strained to catch the slightest sound, changed our clothes and dried out
white
iron
beds,
with
spring
mattionist for the buckboard road and Rangeley and Dead River, arriving
became almost dense. Our position, the wet ones, end after a good hot
the blazed trail that we could not at Bustis about noon after one of tresses, covered with a three-inch
long
retained, becoming somewhat dinner were again on our way heme,
of freshly
cut fir-balsam
well resist.
At least, I could not, the heaviest of the summer’s
rain- layer
cramped we were about to return I ].'roru pr-are I am go’r j to let you go
boughs,
on
which
was
laid
the
refor I had fished and hunted more or storms.
After dinner we donned
to camp when somewhere off up the alone.
I brought you up, and you
less since able to walk alone, and ! our woods clothes, consisting of felt mainder of the bed clothing; two or ridge I thought I heard the snap of
know
the
way back; but I
some
bo used all my imaginative
powers hats, flannel shirts, khaki trousers(or
three
comfortable rocking chairs,a atwig.
Instantly we
crouched how can’t go with you.
I
think
I’ll
of description of the woods to con- skirt as required), woolen stackings,readinS table co''. ered with a bright down again and waited. A momejit
go back to Round Mountain, and in
vince the other side of the house and stout tan boots, leaving
our red cloth, and containing a reading passed and the sound was repeated,
November I’ll come out for
you
t
a saug log cabin « , the edge| "c ity - clothes at the hotel until w e jJ ^ P .
«U . time nearer, and then a few agaln. so good.by an<1 good taek uu
of a clearing, facing the lake and the. should again need them coming out.
_ ; aslJ.b
t0wels mirror
e t c > atter' I,atter’ Patters- » “ ■
we meet again for another "hike.”-*
mountains beyond, and with a birch Silk hosiery, h n gen i waists,
aind
,,
,,
com,er
’
’ ever it might be, crossed a patch ofjH . Albert Robinson in
National
log crackling merrily In the olpen |collars and cuffs, have no place in j 1X1 Li e ouier corn rleaves.
'
SDortsman
leaves
“ Lee! isn’t this great?’’
•
IT 'iSgr
ven-!1 The state of my wife’s nerves by I P
fire-place in one com er,
lay the the woods-dweller’s wardrobe. Also,
solving of our problem.
as a suggestion from a certain lady tuned; but hearing only a
b ro k e n thig time was ciearly indicated b y ;j. P U T N A M S T E V E N S
ELECTED
Either my argumentative powers who knows better now, allow m .e t o ,aad almost inaudible remark about her tight grip on my sleeve,
her
D E P U T Y IM P E R IA L PO TEN
_ —
.
.
>1
•
I * *1
tb TV? R l o
»•? d /-v ^
^
o f
n t t A O 4- i A.T1 * * I
consider drop a little hint to ladies “ going “ horrible ride,” ‘ end of creation, wliispered suggesiton that it might
or my stubbornness to
TATE.
to b'e a bear, and a hasty glance back
nothing else finally won the day, and in” for the first time, especially on 1and “ home,” I wisely decided
__ __
as a consequence one Saturday
in a buckboard.
Do not wear any
ar- whistle instead of talk for awhile ward to gauge the distance between i At the annual session of the nob“ anT the camoe For per-1 les of the Mystic Shrine which is
July found us aboard the morning tid e of clothing that is stiff
and But after dryii » out and removing oursel ”
0V „ j e e mT u te 'Sno L - U ^ t i u g at Atlanta, Georgia
this
train from Boston for Bigelow,
I i laces up—and I do not refer to a some of the swm of our recent
with a happythough somewhat
im- boot.
Allmuscles should have free! journey and setting some of our yier indications of the animal’s week In imperial council, J. Putnam
pattent-to-get-thcre expression,
and play.
Lean forward and swing with things to rights, a supper of b roil'd approacp reached us, and I thought Stevens of Portland was unanimouselected Deputy Imperial Potentate,
my partner in life’s joys and glooms the old cart just as you see
the trout, steak, baked potatoes, hot paSgjbiy it had scented us,although
-what little there was, was which is next in line to Imperial
leaning rather strongly toward the driver do.
Then you will not be biscuits, preserves, cake, and tea tjie
Potentate, which is head of
the
glooms, though firmly resigned to continually punched in the back and j helped us(meaning the lady) to s e e - our favor
meet hecr fate bravely. And I might can enjoy the sceery—perhaps;
it things in a much, mors favorable^ -e Were straining our eyes
in the great body of several hundred thousay right here that three
weeks depends’ largely on the condition o f ; light;
and a good nigh ts rest '' fast-approaching darkness to watch a sands of Mystic Shriners in
the
later she wore the same expression ^h-e road.
'scented with fir-balsam and pure jf ttle moss-covered opening under a United States.
at the thought of coming back.
While waiting for the pair of big mountain air, aided immensely *n giant fir across the outlet some
Mr. Stevens has been on the line
Arriving at Portland about noon grays to be harnessed to our own sustaining this point of vil ’ w.
ninety feet distant when,
without to this high office for nearly a dozone has about an hour and a half “ chariot” I kept my wife's interest
By the end of the second day we the slightest noise or warning of any en yBiaJS an<l has been
sent
by
for dinner before boarding the train centered at the front of the hotelwere quite at home, and from then
kind, there appeared a fine big doe Kora Temple as a delegate to every
forFarmington,
the end. of
the on the beauty of the storm clouds
on the time passed only too rapidly, and her fawn stepping daintily along session of the Mystic Shrine from
broad-gauge road, which is
reached pfting from the hills and
distant We ate, and slept, and read, and |directly under the big fir. The mother Bast to West .throughout this counBis popularity with this large
about 5 p. m.
Here is taken the mountains, revealing shafts of golden tramlped some of the easy trails to presented a handsome sight as she j try.
Imperial
narrow-gauge train of little toy cars, sunlight, bringing out so vividly the the spring, the lookout, and thfe stopped, sniffed, and then for a full body of members of the
us j Shrine has been so great, however,
We rowed and paddled in minute looked directly toward
with single seats each side of the variegated shades of freshly
bathed brook.
It was that he has gone steadily toward the
aisle, for Strong, three-quarters of an fjgjb an(j forest.
the lake, and cast for the speckled j witohut moving a muscle.
hour’s ride.
At this point passengg}ie bad not yet seen a real buck- beauties which in early morning and most comical to observe the fawn top.
J. Putnam Stevens was one of the
ers for Rangeley remain aboard, but board, and I preferred that she at sunset could he seen jumping in instantly strike the same attitude as
we will have to change once
more should not until it was r aady with j hundreds of places, and which fur-' its7 mother, looking for it knew not original founders of Kora Temple,
for Bigelow', which, with good lu c k , trunk aboard and roped. So I dwelt nished grand sport for fisherm* m what, and yet instinctively alert for was its potentate during the most
successful 'term of growth, and has
we reach about half-past seven. This a+ length on the beauty of Nature and appetizing morsels for the table, j danger.
Shortly the doe, deciding that all been a loyal and faithful member of
two hours’ ride from Strong to B ig3- after the storm, being careful, liow- A sandy beach furnished good bathfrom! was wall, dropped her head and a d - 1 the order.
He is a resident of
low Is best appreciated on the return ever, to omit any reference to the ing, though, rather cold away
trip by daylight, as it takes
one effect said storm might have had on shore, as the lake is small and fed j vanced toward us into the water, the Portland
fawn following suit.
There, within
Mr- Stevens was president of the
tlirough a most beautiful hill
and the roads we were to traverse in to ] by cold Siprings at the bottom.
Evenings after dark a camp fire 1seventy-five feet of us, they drank; Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game
mountain country, and from
King- camp or how much of it was still
field to Bigelow- the route follows lingering on every bush and trie was lighted in.front of the big lean- and splashed about; then leisurely: assoclation last year
to, where all who desired gathered turned, browsed a bit from a small TRAP SHOOTING IN NEW ENG
close to the Carrabass tt. River, the bordering that road,
and to exchange accounts of the day’s fir or spruce, and with “ White flags” !
roar of whose frequent rapids forms
i was getting on famously
LAND.
the first note of Nature’s welcome j ust rounding out something excep- exiperiences or those of other days erect bounded off into the forest. The
madam is some shot with a rifle, but 1
(Continued from page 6.)
to the tired traveler and the last tionally fine in rhapsodies whi n. I and in other lands.
could while being rowed around the lake,
One gentleman, a New Yorker, s.he decalred then that she
;
.
___
was brought back to earth by
a
overhead
rattle and bang, the
clanking
of who had brought Iris young wife on never bring •hers If to the point of clay birds were thrown
M A P S 'O F M A I N E
shooting
down
such
a
dainty,
beaufrom
different
stages
of
the
tower,
her
first
trip
into
the
woods,
had
a
chains and pounding of hoofs, and
tiful creature as that with those big approximating the flight of ducks,
fund
of
intervsting,
anecdotes
of
per
with
a
whoop
of
the
driver
a
buckRESORTS A N D R O A D S
(She is partial
t o ! This is also splendid practice, and
a sonal experiences from Indian mas brown eyes.
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries board containing a lad and
brown eyes in man or beast, though highly interesting and amusing.
sacres
to
Canadian
salmon
fishing,
for maps o f the fishing regions of the g ntloman as passengers and with
This style of trap shooting
has
I explained to
he
wais mine are green.)
state, etc. We can furnish the follow- horses on the run swung up to the ad by uaimous vote
not yet been generally introduced
her
on
the
way
back
that
that
was
ing maps
elected
chief
story-teller.
One
of
i steps, just out from Round Mountain.
into the United States, but we be$ .50
Franklin County
I cast one lock at the
outfit, these stories of has, relating to the a different proposition from chasing
.50
Somerset County
ILvei that there are hundreds of
a
big
ugly
buck
all
over
a
whole
experiences
o
f
an
Irishman
seeking
.50 mud to the hubs, th.e horses pla&tOxford CoSnty
shooters in this country who would
Piscataquis County
50 ; prod with it, and a lib eral supply of first-hand information on the subject township in November, with eight
be
only too glad to participate in
inches
of
snow
on
the
ground
and
.50
Aroostook County
it sprinkled over the passengers and of ghosts, nearly drove some of the
.50.
the thermometer hovering
around sport of this kind if it were once
Washington Count y
timid
and
unsuspecting
lady
hearers
1.00 j trunk coverings— then another at
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
While we are
zero, but th ebeauty of that
little introduced here.
.35 my partner.
She also cast a look into hysterics one dark night.
Geological map of Maine
glimpse of wild life at its best which known as a “nation of trap sihootIt
was
nearly
ten
o
’clock;
the
.35
R. R. map of Maine
my way.
“ For heaven’s sake, what
she had just witnessed had made su<| ers,” and while it is true that th'dre
.35
Androscoggin County
where coals of the fire were low, and the
35 i do you call that rig, and
United
an impression on her that I doubt is hardly a town in the
Cumberland County
blackness
of
the
surrounding
woods
.50 did it come from ?” she ventured.
States that does not have, at some
Hancock County
if
she
could
be
induced
to
shoot
a
.35 “ That,” I replied, squaring around was only intensified by its light,
Kennebec County
season of the year, its trap shooting
.35 and biting the end off a fresh cigar, and to make the setting for such a deer even under the conditions I en
Knox County
club, we must, acknowledge that in
.35
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
the deavored to describe to her.
“ is one of the latest, also earliest, story com pute heard off in
trap shooting far novelty and variety
.50
However,
she
Is
always
interested
Penobscot County
distance. The account of the thirst
.3o models of four-horse-power, four-pas
Waldo County
in the results of the “ old man’s” and for the close approximation of
.35 senger mountain touring cars, with for knowledge on' the part of the
York County
trips to that same country each game conditions, our English cousins
automatic vibrator and
showerba/th son of Erin progresses in a low,
J. W B R A C K E T T C O ., attachments, and its exact counter well-modulated, tone until the r mo November, and is especially proud easily take the lead.—Carroll Stev
enson in Forest & Stream.
Phillips,
M aine. part, in which we are to journey a ment when the ghost, appearing un of a big ten-point head secured two
OUT.

to

1 lie constant puffing and snorting
of the fussy little engine, as well as
the clearer, cooler air, gives ample
pi oof of the fact that we are con
is tinually and steadily climbing’
up
into the mountain country.
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Where To Go In Maine

M A Y 21, 1914

OPENING OF
MINGO SPRINGS

ing his uncle, Charles Wyman.
E. P. Viles of Skowhegan was in

ARRIVALS AT HOTEL STRONG
________

town this week.
F q Lawton, Phillips; J. C. BerArthur Briggs of Wintlirop, State ry> H
Gowen, H. O. Smith, q,
Supt. of tiliP hatcheries was in town B r Hanghaan, Miss Alice C. Easta few days the past week looking
m . A. Nell, H. D. Conner, H
Lake Parlin House and Gamps
after the hatchery here.
i m . Barnes, L. M. Harriman, B. t
A r e d e lig h tfu lly situ a ted on s h o re o f L a k e
Several deer are seen nearly every Lamib, D. H. Miles, H. C. Perry, c.
P arlin on d ire ct lin e from , Quebec to R a n g e le y
day across the river.
C. Whitney, Portland; Fred H. CovL a k es, p o p u la r th o ro u g h -fa re fo r a u to m o 
biles b e in g a d ista n ce o f 122 m iles ea ch w a y .
i
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
L.
Gordon
and
Mr.
j
1
11, Fred W. Covill, F. M. Young, e.
L a k e Parlin and th e 12 o u t p o n d s in the
radius o f fo u r m iles furnish the b e st o f fly
In an interview with Mrs. B. C. J -;and Mrg Delbert Fotter and baby L. Kittredge, Banger; Alice C. Smith,
fish in g th e w h o le season
T h e h ou se an d
E. A.'Ashland, N. H.; J. E. Voter, King.
ca m p s are n e w an d h a v e all m o d e rn c o n v e n  Eastman, who has gone in to Mingo Qf gtratton all visited Mrs.
iences. such as b ath s, g a s lig h ts, op en rock Springs to assume the management Gordon Sunday May 17
field; W. Hanscom, H. Gilpatrick,
fireplaces, e tc. T h e cu isin e is u n e x ce lle d .
C a n o e in g , b o a tin g , b a th in g, tennis, m o u n  of that popular resort for the corning; '
„
[
^ wlloon and Stratton; G. B. Nye, Anson; L. 1|.
tain c lim b in g a u to m o b ilin g , e tc.
season, she had tins to say of her
‘
,
'King, C. S. Parker, A. W. Clark
intentions regarding the results she ,a ,y 0
orway, . a 1 •’ 1
^ Fred W. Know, Farmington; C. E,
Jackman, Maine
H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor,
W rite fo r b o o k le t.
hopes to accomplish: “ I have spent turned to their home a or
Barker, l . J. Niel, H. T. Lowell, in
six months of each year for many
1s*
son s partn S’
r' am
'
L. Nevens, J. W. Webber, Harry
years in some of the best camps in F- L. Cox.
Dobson, R. E. Thurston, L ‘wiston;
Maine, and have had unsurpassed opMiss Hazel Douginas has gone to w E Lawless> Auburn;
W. R
And get the best large Trout and Salmon fishing in the state portunities for absorbing knowledge Chain of Ponds for a few days then Littlefleldf Jojm p. Deering and wife,
and practical experience in knowing ahe will go to Big Island to work Saco; Artlmr Briggs, Wintlirop; L.
through May and June. For particulars write
what the sportsmen and women va- f 6r the summer.
j scliole, C. A. McDonald, Russell T.
George H. McKenney, Prop.,
Caratunk, Maine.
cationists and nature lovers wish to
May 13, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Fot- jon.es, Boston; Ella Bonney, W. B.
obtain on an outing; also what it is ter held their wedding reception at smith, Wilton; Ella Fullerton, Montipossible and expedient
for
a the home of the groom’s mother, Mrs. cello; Frank E. Mace, Augusta; W.
management to provide, for tlie com Clarinda Fotter.
Following is the l . Brown, Bigelow; Gladys McCourt,
Opened when the ice is out. One of the best places i.i Maine for real fort and happy satisfaction of guests,
list of presents given: Vance a n d !j0]ui A . McCourt, Strong; R. t,
Log Cabin Life, any time of the season. Good clean beds, board and boats. that all camp owners should regard as Dana Fotter, 112 piece dinner set; j Hodge, Attleboro, Mass.; G. E. Frost,
the most effective, and
profitable Ruth Hennigar, salad bowl; Mrs. Worcester, Mass.; M. Dyar, Hart
Write for booklets to
f<OJi
H. W. MAXFIELD, Prop., Rowe Pond, Mktne. advertising. I don’t know it all, nor
L . Cox, three bowls; Mrs. Mary Iland; R. H. Chapman, West Mills;
PrERCE POND CAMPS. S alm on w e ig h in g up do I think I am going to accomplish ’ Willittier, fruit dish; Daisy Fotter, j. p. Danning, Sears; Carl Lieber{
'to 14 lbs. a n d trout up to 8 lbs. c a u g h t in P ierce
° f glass butter dish and hand ambroid- j Detroit, Mich.
Pond in 1913. B e st o f fly fish in g in sm all p on d s. miracles, surpassing the efforts
S e n d fo b circu la r an d re fe re n ce .
many whose experience lias
been ered sofa pillow; Oscar Tanguay, vin
RANGELEY, MAINE
C. A . S P A U L D I N G . C aratu n k . M a in e.
different but perhaps just as valuable egar cruet; Royal Scribner,
fruit NEWSY ITEMS FROM MOUNTAIN
The G arry P on d G am ps
in the working out of a sum total.
dish and agate teapot; Mr. and Mrs.
VIEW.
will open May 10, 1914. Good trout
“ I am going to Mingo Springs to Clarence 1 Wilson, fancy cake plate;
fishing and good accommodations.
give that enterprise the best there Henry Tanguay, glass water pitcher;
F I S H I N G
Send for Booklet.
(Continued from Page Five.)
is in me.
I have engaged able, ex Glenwood Fotter, glass berry dish;
AT
HENRY J. LANE, Prop.,
perienced help, who can do the thing Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Stevens, water are vei-y attractive with their slick,
John G arville’s ©am ps Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me. I promise the public. I am ihorough- set, one dozen napkins and linen
glossy coats of pure black.
at S p rin g L ake
ly acquainted with the ability and table cloth; Mrs. Albert White and
^Salm on, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
Mr. Bowley has recently returned
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
resources of these capable
people son, Dale, % dozen tumblers; Rosa
JONES’ CAMPS
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
and can assure the vacationers and mond Cox, cream pitcher;
Lewis frora a six days' triP to Lewiston, J
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
Fine trout and salmon fishing.
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scsnMr. and alld Mrs* BowIey begin tlie seascc
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria Good accommodations for ladies sporting contingent who want to come Fotter, glass spoon tray;
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
to a place having an atmosphere per- Mrs. Maurice Cox, brush and Crumb of 1914 in their usl;al good
healt!l
Address
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring and gentlemen.
meated with peace, contentment and tray; Inez Parker, fancy cake palte; and sPirits and hope to have everystreams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
GEO. C. JONES,
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
the refined individuality of home, i olive and Burton Fletcher, fanmey thing in good siiape for 4116 °P6niD?
Mosquito,
(*
Maine.
summer resort. Telephone communications with
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
we shall have it at Mingo Springs. Cake plate; Clyde and Frankie Vaughn of the sea8on
Saturday, May IS,
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
When my cook lias fed a few guests, cup and saucer and
cracker ja r ; ! wMcl1 is the ^ test day set for the
JOHN CAR VILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
I shall, feel we are beginning an ef Harold and Carroll Stevens, % dozen] lake 40 be <dear of icefective line of “ followup advertising,” silver knives and forks, Angus BuohSADDLEBACK LAKE CAMPS.
In the
The Damon party of
Brockton,
R a n g e le y R e g io n . B ook let.
Lake W ebb,
Weld, Maine. and I’ve got an head waitress that anan, 24 piece silver set;
Gladys Mass., are expected to arrive
for
H em on S. B la ck w ell. D allas, M aine
fancy their annual fishing trip on the 16th
Furnished camps to let by the season. knows how to whet the appetite with Leighton, pair of towels, and
JIM POND G A M P S
dainty artistic service.
My house- teapot; Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sorib- They occupy the first cottage, cornScamman Bros.
keeper well, she will demonstrate
chamber set and silver spoon* monly called the Damon
cottsge,
IN DEAD RIVER REGION:
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
how wise I have been to have
be- iyir. and Mrs. Roland Fotter,
r u g ;!wllic& they
find ready and
COTTAGE TO RENT
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
scoken her services years ago, and R ena
Ruby Burrell, ^ dozen sil- waiting on their arrival with a big
for booklet.
the comers to
MingoSprings will
ver teaspoons; Mrs. Clias.
Ricker, °Pen fire to cheer as well as warm
For the Season o f 1914
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
^
son
two silver
spoons;’ the little house,
On the east shore of Rangeley Lake. find every detail of wellordered doJim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me. One of the best log cottages on the mestic science in capable
hands. c bas. Wyman silver sugar shell; MrFrancis A. Murdock of New York
lake and in ideal location. Completely
furnished, running water, baths and I shall be there to direct and attend and Mrg Leon Wyman, silver cold City, with a friend is coming when
He is only waiteverything in first-class condition. We to all our obligations to guests and ujeat fork; Berna and Alma White, the ice goes out.
have several other very desirable Sum try to give them the last word in two gUver spoons; Mr. and Mrs. F. iug for word from Mr. Bowley as
mer cottages on and near Rangeley satisfying entertainment.
I shall r Porter, silver berry spoon
and to when he can fish,
Lake, fully furnished and at reason
try to merit success for
Mingo aiarm d o ck ; Frankie Burrell, silver
Mr. John Dady and his
friend,
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. able prices.
Springs,
and
feel
we
shall
have
it.
berry
spoon;
Heland
Taylor,
book;
Dr.
Morrell
of
Putnam,
Conn.,
who
Furbish & Herrick.
Portland,
Maine
V e open May 20, to be ready for Mrs. Mary Fotter and daughter Stel- have been here many times, are
Insurance and Real Estate,
the early fishing which I am told is la, Yz dozen linen napkins;
Rangeley,
Maine.
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Mrs. coming again the last part of this
not better in any locality on Range- Clarinda Fotter, one pair towels and month.
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
The best FLY FISHING for !ey Lake and hope to be running rocker; Georgiy and Lloyd Smart, Commodore F. Atwill Newlin
smoothly by June 1. I am not going
and poultry from our own farm, enabl trout to be had in Maine at
one pair of linen towels; Mrs. Lucy Boston is coming May 30 for the
to put out any pretentious literature, Lockyer, fancy cake plate.
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
There season as usual,
G AM P PHOENIX
or start any aeroplanlc methods. I were sixty-two people present. Games
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
1 All the old timers wifi be gladly
Write
for
circular
guess I shall just try to run a pretty were played and a fine treat
American plan. Send for circular.
of
C. A. D AISEY, Prop.,
good hotel and camp for those who mixed candies, peanuts and cigars welcomed by all at Mountain View.
Norcross,
Maine. want a home while seeking all out of
The grounds are being cleaned up.
were served.
Camps at Long
The flower garden is well
started
door
pleasures.”
Pond.
M a n y RANGELE1 l’AVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
already for the pansy, poppy and
out-lying ponds,
On Rangeley Lake.
pink beds stood the long, cold wint
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
S. C. HARDEN,
Write
er well and all are green and grow
route. Tavern all year. Lake View HouStfe
Rangeley, Maine July 1 to Oct.
ing fine.

An Interview With the New
Manager.

COME TO OTTER POND

ROW E POND CAMPS

YORK

CAMPS,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

H OTEL MAPLES,

W EST END
H^TEL

FISHING

EUSTIS

Beat fishing and hunting.

MOOSELOOKMEGUNT1C HOUSE
A N D LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Beat fishing region.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
D E A D R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
O U A N A N IC H E LODGE.
Grand L ake Stream , W ash in gton Co., Me.
W orld wide known for its famous fishing,
vacation and hunting country.
N orw a y Pines House and Camps, Dobsis Lake
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From there one can take steamer to
any part of the lake territory. The best hunt
in * , fishing and vacation section of beautifu
Washington Co. Address for particulars W . G.
R O S E . Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
April 1st.
RANGELEY LAK ES
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. B A R K ER , Bemis. Maine.
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELGR ADE L A K E S, M AINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
best trout fisbing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
R A N G E LE Y LA K E S.
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot
of Bald Mountain in a good fishing section.
Steamboat accommodations O. K . Telephone
connections at camps. Two mails daily. Write
for free circulars to
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r..
Bald Mountain,
Maine

Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
Best of Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout.
Also Trolling and Deep W ater Fishing for large
Togue. Private log Cabins neatly furnished for
each party. Best of table vegetables, milk,
cream and poultry products from Camp Farm.
■Send for Booklet
W . H . B E A N , Proprietor,
Gerard, Somerset County, Maine.

PENOBSCOT CAM PS
Here is the primeval woods, w im brawling
brooks and more than a score and a half of glist
ening lakes with myriads of gamy Trout. Here
are Deer, Partridges and Ducks in abundance
and a good chance for Moose and Bear. Cozy
comfortable camps, fresh milk and eggs, pure
spring water. Telephone service. The right
place for you.
Write for Booklet and Map.
W . J. ELLIOTT,
Jackman. Me*

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled
—Best of hunting—Special rates for
June, September, October and Novem
ber—Write for Booklet.
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
Pleasant Island,
Maine.

Chinese

FREEMAN.

Reverence fo r Dead.

The Ghinese revere the dead to euch
an extent that when the demise of a
Chinaman occurs he is burled for
three years. At the end of this time
the body Is dug up and the bones
placed in a vase. The vase and Its
contents are then interred for all fu
ture time.

Once in a Blue Moon.
“ Once In a blue moon” means very
CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the rarely indeed.
The expression re
tune to plan your 1914 outing. Why
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods? sembles that of “the Greek Kalends.”
Camps reached same day from Boston. ’which means "never,” because there
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing, were no Greek Kalends. The origin of
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins. the expression is not known, but it
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet.
was used as early as the sixteenth
GUY CHADOTJRNE, Prop.,
Bingham, Maine century.
,

May 19.
The wharf has been newly planked
May 18.
On Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. R. D. and the end raised since last sea
The school has begun at the Pine
Witham, of Strong visited at tine son.
The boat and canoe
floats
Grove school house.. Mrs. Mae Arm
farm formerly owned by them, now are being newly planked now, all of
strong of Eustis Ridge is teaching.
owned and occupied by S. G. Stuart which will greatly Improve the ptefftFrank Cox is working for Harry
from Rhode Island.
Mr.
Witham
The ice, on which so much
Sylvester, moving his garage
and
lias purchased the Will Conant fawn |pends, is still in the lake. Tuesday
the house occupied by Harry Sec
below Strong village on
the Far- nlght it wa8 all out of siglht up b*
ond.
They were situated on the
mington
road.
yond South Bog Island, but this,
T. C. Bateman lot.
Wallace Welch of Tree Hill was Wednesday morning the cove here
Earl Keller of Augusta is working
a caller in town Sunday.
ig
again, due to a change of
for Ills uncle J. P. Sylvester on Ms
Real estate is fast changing hands j wlnd durlag the night,
farm across the river.
tnis spring.
Mr. William McMann i
xr
iT 1
^
Thursday morning at 6.30 it is so
The farmers are busy plowing and L-#
'of New York has purchased
and, . L,
,
.
.
..
,
foggy at Rangeley that they earn
planting their gardiens.
m
m
^bow the ic
Mr. Tissen of the Chimes lias bean 7 Z
^
bought j iaJte wajg we„ fWed „ ith ke *
and peas several indies high and lie S Z ' i n ^ r i , ,
q-ilpo road,
°i Mr.
: . LI Goldsmith
• “
011 .having;
. ie night
nays that unit®
has had radishes and lettuce to eat. Salem
, and Ira ,,Hoar
,
.
° we have something very unusual use
Mrs. Cora Parnell has gone
to moved into the vacant, _house an 77
the .
,,
. . _ „
_
ice can t possibly go out for uu®*
Chain of Ponds to cook at
the valley
road at Fuller Comer, owned
or four days.
And Ebem Hamden
sporting camps for the summer.
by Huff Brothers.
said last night that according to the
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Soule of New
The Hodgkins boys from Temple
Portland have gone to Chain of Pond arrived Saturday to take possession looks of the ice from Smith Hill he
to work for the summer at
the of the Frank L. Norton place, which did not think the Ice would be out
before Monday, the 18th, as tfce
sporting camps.
they purchased some time ago.
body of the lake looked white stillMr. and Mrs. A. P. Robertson have
Clyde Simmons is working for S.
At Mountain View there is some ice
returned home from down river.
G. Stuart by the season. Mr. Stuart
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Dyer and Mr plans to remodel his house so that in the cove and we can also see s*
and Mrs. Percy Day all visited Mr it will be equipped with ail the mod line of ice across the lake this side
of South Bog Island. It is still cold
and Mrs. Charles Richer Sunday, May em Conveniences this summer.
17.
Mrs. C. E. Durrell of strong,
is here 37 degrees above this m
. orning
.
W ill Sylvester of New Portland visiting her sister, Mrs. Joy Sim- at 5’30 and doudy ^
no wlnd’ .
The big lake is abou thaif full ®
was in town a few days the past mens this week, at the home
of
ice, according to a report I received
week.
He came to bring a pair of their father Bert Prnkham.
horses for J. P. Sylvester.
Mrs. D. T. Curtis has returned ] frc«a Haines Landing this morning,
the
It is very smoky here. There is a from Strong where she has been at and the man who answered
big fire up Canada way.
work in the toothpick mill for the phone said he thought the ice would
be out by night.
Others have said
Jack Parnell has gone on the Per- past few months.
Miss Lillian Lorklin, who is teach that they did not think that l^6
serve to guide;also George Douglass.
home would be clear as soon as this one.
Donald Emery o f Stratton has gone ing in Chesterville was at
The work here is being rushed to
to Arnold Pond to work for awhile. over Sunday with her parents, Mr.
completion, as we wish to get mov
Later he will go to Big Island
to and Mrs. Fred Collins.
work.
ed into summer quarters by Satur
Ltnwood Foster of Strong is visit- S U B S C R IB E FO R .M A IN E W O O D S . day the 16th.
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BEAN

noticed in Ihdis family that in this brothers, one of them returning to Sunday two cars were out, so it
respect he had not failed at all.
France a year aftje<rwards.
seems as though summer was really
David Bean,
Jr., ~a highly. respected;
I do not know but little concern coming in spite of the cold weather.
^
Had Mr. Bean livde until June 3rd
reeldeat of West Farmington,
was! he would have reached his 59th mar- ing Capt. De Coster’s family,
but
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Qouslain of Most Successfully Treated by Taking
taken suddenly ILL Saturday morning riage anniversary.
Seven children think (am quite sure) that
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
there Bam j um spent a few days in Rumand passed away soon after the p h y -; were horn to Mr. and Mrs. Bean five were several brothers and
sisters, ford last week.
Loss of appetite is accompanied!
eician who was summoned
had left daughters and two sons.
Three Mrs. Georgia Morrell of Lewiston be
Bert Keene of Phillips was a guest
the house.
The mature of M s sick- daughters died in infancy and one at ing one of them.
by loss o f vitality, which is serious.
She is the widow at Andrew Kieiec’s last Sunday.
boss was acute indigestion and
he the age of 16 years. The surviving of the late Stephen Morrell, who for
It is common in the spring be
,Mr. and Mrs. L. Fairbanks
of
had been ir Inis usual health, though children are Harry L., who lives at many years made his home
in Madrid were at Barnjum one
day cause at this time the blood is im
failing slowly through the winter. Brooklyn, N. Y., George G., whose Strong.
pure and impoverished and fails to
last week.
This sudden attack caused the fam residence is in Winchester, Mass.,
give the digestive organs what is
Thomas
Bateman
of
Madison
was
I write this, knowing that many in
absolutely necessary for the proper
ily to call a physician at once, but and Mrs. B-osie, A. Hayford of Dover,
Phillips and the adjourning towns will at George Bamjum’s a few days performance of their functions.
without avail, and he Uv*?d only a who has been visiting her parents
recently.
remember Francisco De Coster, and
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the old reli
few hours.
Has death com es as a for a few weeks.
He is survived regret to learn of his death.
The
able all-the-year-round medicine, is
great shock to the family, especially by one brother, Lewis Bean, ( who Journal stated his age as 85 years,
especially useful in the spring. Get
Mrs. Bean who is in feeble health, lives at Soldiers’ Home in Dayton, 6 months.
it from your druggist. By purify
The funeral occurred Tuesday at 2 Ohio.
ing and enriching the blood and giv
G. M. Emery.
May 19.
o’clock from the residence.
ing vitality, vigor and tone, it is
Geo. Dunham, wife and child of wonderfully successful in the treat
Mr. Bean was the son o f David
W ord came Tuesday of the death
ment of loss of appetite and the
Strong visited on the Mil Sunday,
and Lucy Boston-Bean and was bora
NO. 2
j of Mrs. Frank Bean, widow of David
other ailments that are so prevalent
Miss Elizabeth Norton
was
in Sanford in 1833.
His
parents
at . this time.
It is not simply a
Bean of W est Farmington,
whose
Strong
Saturday.
moved to Phillips when lie was 2
spring
medicine—it
is much more
death occurred a Little more than a
May 19.
Ben Savage visited at H. W.
veers of age, where he lived until
than that—but it is the best spring
week ago.
Mrs. Bean has been in
Evan
Hutchins
made
a
business
|
Worthley’s
Sunday.
he was 32 years old. He was edumedicine.
The children of Mr. and Mrs. H.
cated in the schools at Phillips and f 6®b1.! heaI^h for tbe past few years’ i trip to Farmington last Wednesday.
H ood’s Sarsaparilla makes the
_______
.
...
but it is thought the shock of her
Hinkley 1w - Worthley were the recipients of rich red blood that the stomach and
Mr. and Mrs. William
Then a young man learned the cabi-j
husband’s death hastened her own. were. Sunday guests of Mr
and a beautiful May basket Friday night. other digestive organs need.
Get
net makers’ trade.
In 1855 he was
Funeral services will be held Thurs |Mrs. Warren Hinkley of Madrid.
! After all had been caught a social it today.
jaamed to Mary Frances
Butler,
day, May 21, at 10 a. m. at the home. I
About 35 were
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
David Haley went to Rangeley last time was enjoyed.
Butler of Phillips, and they made
Thursday, where he will be employed present
was held from his late residence last
F R A N C IS C O V A R A N E S
D eC O S TE R
Mrs. Hannah Robinson is visiting
for several weeks, as captain of the
th*ir home in that town for about!
Tuesday p. m.
her
brother
J.
C.
Wells
in
Madrid.
boat “ Berlin.’ ’
ten years, when they moved to Wal-----------Mrs. Frank Stanley of Fairbanks
L. B Kinney has been
appointed
ton's Mills where Mr. Bean was emI read in a recent issue of
tire
Mrs. Mary Plummer was called to
road
commissioner.
met
with quite a serious
accident
ployed in a furniture sltop for some Lewiston Journal the death of Capt. Auburn last Friday by the sudden
last
Monday.
She
was
driving
toe.
In 1869 he purchased a lot Francisco Varanes De Coster at his death of her granddaughter,
Mrs.
down Bridge street when her horse
at West Farmington on Temple street home in Washington, D. C., formerly Perley W. Gilbert.
Mrs.
Gilbert
became Heightened and the harness
was the youngest daughter of Dustin
and erected a house where he with °f East Buckfield.
gave way and the horse bolted into
bis wife have lived since. He worked
tJpon making some inquiries I find and Geneva Plummer Beedy. Much
May 19.
the
gutter, first one side and
then
bereaved
as a carpenter for many years, a lle was the Francisco De Coster who sympathy is felt for the
Mrs. Cyrus Campbell has
been the other until the carriage
was
part of the time being employed in a* one time (in the days of “ Lang family.
very ill during the past w>eiek. At overturned and she was thrown out.
the railroad repair shop wliiah was Syne” ) was a student here, accomMiss Abbie Calden and little broth this writing she is gaining slowly.
It was first feared that her ribs were
then located here.
panied by a chum, one Jason Farrar, er Deo, who are staying with their
Mrs. Namie Campbell and daughter broken but on examination it was
school Cassie drove to Madrid
During Cleveland’s administration from the same town. They boarded grandparents and attending
Friday
he served as postmaster for tw o ; at a relative of Farars, Natbl. Beale, in this district spent Saturday and with the horse which they recently found that she escaped without ser
ious Injury.
Dr. Nichols took her
How well I remember De
Coster Sunday with their parents, Mr. and
and was always very genial
and popular in
this capacity.
In ^ d bis geniality; everybody
liked Mrs. Norman Calden.
Earl and Ira Harnden went
to
1870 he joined the Franklin Lodge, ‘him* H e was a bright scholar and
No. 68, I. O. O. F., of Farmington Horn what I have learned made good Dryden Saturday to visit their sist
and had kept up his membership durhis life’s work.
He was a main er, Mrs. Everett Hewey and family.
ing Ms life. Mr. Bean’s
religious of high moral standing and had held j They returned Sunday night, making
views were very liberal and broad; positions of trust and
importance the trip on their new bicycles.
Mrs. Rose Harnden and two child
he was interested in all good causes ^sost satisfaotorly and at the time of
and believed in the good life and hte death Lad for several years been ren, who have been visiting in Drythat Christianity is in one’s every
the office at the Capitol, of the den a couple of weeks returned home
Monday.
They were accompanied to
day life.
He was a lover o f books Document room
For several years after his leaving Phillips by Mrs. Edith Hinkley who
and read the daily papers regualrly
was Phillips we corresponded, his last will spend a few weeks with her son!
and was well informed.
It
letter to me was
written
from Reginald Hinkley and family.
= = Kingston, Minnesota, in 1861, then
Leonard Ross went to Rangeley
5 and 10c Packages
he wrote Ire bad enlisted in
the Monday where: he will be employed
Dull Feeling-Swollen Hands and
F >et
Due to Kidney Trouble.
cavalry.
Once iin speaking to me a month or more guiding.
F. W.
Your k id n e y s n e e d h e lp w h e n
y o u r of his name, he said lie was named Mansell will attend to the
farm,
hands and f e e t th ic k e n , sw e ll up, a n d f
t
a fa th e r
in work during his absence.
At
you feel d u ll a n d s lu g g is h . Take F o le y t(>r M s ^reat greac granaiatner
Kidney P i l ls .
T h e y a r e to n ic , s t lm u - France, (that it was also bis father’s
Mrs. Charles Lufkin, who lias been
lating a n d s tr e n g th e n in g a n d
r e sto re name.) That hiia grand father
came visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ed West
your k id n e y s to h e a lth y n o r m a l a c t i o n .1
to America aacompamied by
two in Rangeley returned home Saturday,
Try th e m .
R . H . P r e b le .
accompanied by her daughter, Mrs.
Jennie Russell of Bigelow, who had
also been visiting in Rangeley.
purchased of Minot Flagg.
into his car and carried her home.
Thuddens Flagg and Guy Haines
A little child of Chester Brewer
were" in Redington Saturday on a passed away last week.
Its funeral
Do you love to gather them, to bury your face in the mass of their
fishing trip.
It is reported that they was attended by Rev. L. F. Williams
sun-kissed petals—to revel in their fragrance?
Then why not carry with you everywhere the soft fragrance of choicest
had good luck.
of Bean’s Comer.
His
remarks
May 19.
fresh-cut violets? You can, by using for all your toilet needs—perfume,
were
very
good
and
comforting.
Many
in
town
were
saddened
to
talcum, cold cream, soap, sachet,—the dainty
Thirty-eight persons were present
Mr. and Mrs. George Dudley and
at Reed’s Mill church, last Sunday, hear of the death of Ed Spencer of
Rangeley.
Mr. Spencer was the little daughter Helen/ spent Sunday
and listened to a very able discourse
from Mark 12; 10.
“ But that ye son-in-law of Mrs. Lynda Haines! of with Mr .and Mrs. C. P. Dudley.
Morton Partridge has been building
may know that the Son of Man this place.
T. E. Willett went to Auburn Sat on a new veranda to his house.
To make an ounce o f this essence, upon which our Violet Dulce is
hath power on earth to forgive sins,”
urday to engage more men for his
based, two tons of violets are used.
by Miss Bessdje Crowell.
C. E. Dingley and E. W. Marble
The body of Mrs. Milie Wells But lumber jobs.
werve at V annum Pond fishing Sun
A number from here attended
a
ler, Worcester, Mass., was brought
day.
Mr. Dingley landed a Landreception
given
at
George
Baohielder’3
to the home of her brother, J. C.
handsome 6% pound salmon and Mr.
in Langtown Saturday night in honor
W ell’s, May 19, to be buried, in the
Marble two togue, one weighing 2)4
family lot.
The husband, brother, of Mr. and Mrs. Vance Bachelder.
pounds and one 3)4Mr. Forest Colby, who has been
Edwin Wells, who accompanied the
at
True’s camp for a few days re
remains, a sister Hannah Robinson,
Mr.
and a niece, Mrs. Edwin Tyler and turned to his home Monday.
Rowe
remained
to
aid
Mr.
True
in
her husband were present. The fun
setting out a number of Norway pine
eral was at her home. The floral
May 18.
tributes, sent were numerous and and spruce trees.
The farmers arc busy now
with
beautiful.
The Rebekah
Lodge,
springs work.
There will he
a
Naomi, to which, she belonged sent a
larger aexage of sweet com planted
beautiful array; two wreaths,
the
in this vicinity than ever before.
brothers Edwin, Chester and Joe(l and
Mr. and Mrs. Ben RamsdiqlK
and
Ephraim Lord is very low and a
sister Hannah
Robinson.
Many
great sufferer.
Mrs. Lord’s grand daughter Ina of Farmington visited
others sent flowers.
daughter is assisting her about the their son Shirley Rams dell over Sat
Harry E. Berry and wife, Kingfield housei.
urday and Sunday.
are guests of J. C. Wells and wife.
Mrs.. Neliitei Hamlin and little son
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Richardson of

LOSS OF APPETITE

MILE SQUARE

DISTRICT

DALLAS

Moth Balls
Flake Napthaline
And

W hitney’s Pharmacy

Do You Love Violets?

MADRID

Violet Dulce Perfumes
and Toilet Preparations

WEST NEW VINEYARD

WEST FARMINGTON

EAST MADRID
Violet Dulce Toilet Goods are sold to you under our positive
guarantee that if you do not find them entirely satisfactory, you can
have your money back. This guarantee is good m any Rexall Store,
Of which there are more than 7,000 one leading druRK.s•
portant city and town in the United States, Canada and Great Britain.
By their co-operative manufacturing and distributing arrangement,
thke etores can Kive you the advantage o f v
e
r
y
°
n
Violet Dulce Toilet Goods, as will be seen from the following list.
V fe M Ih te Talcum i w d . r

26c Violet Dulce Dry Rouse (The.tr,c a J N ^ l ^

Violet DulceE x tr .e ? —the oulfce’ ” ’ *’ * 60c
Violet Dulc. Complexion Powder
60c
VW c. D u .c e L I ,,u ,d C o m p le x ™ ^
M

Violet
V ioletD ulce T o lle tS « .h
Violet D o le . M
C

“ “
ln ,J Me
a*

“Violet Dulce Week” begins to-day at all the Rexall Mores
vfolet Dulce Cpmplexion Powder (in cake form)

35c

May 18.
Miss Fern Gould spent
Saturday
and Sunday with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. George Gould.
, Ray L. Welts was a
week end
guest at Mrs. Fred Raymond’s
in
Avon last weiek.
Many in town are being favored
with Lovely May baskets, filled
to
overflowing with sweets.
The first auto to come over the
roads was that of R. E. Cleaved and

You can obtain these articles only at

R. H. PR EBLE’S ,
fe:

Phillips, Me.

Most Children’s Diseases Start With a
Cold.
R le stle ssn e ss-fe v e rla h n e ss-a n
in fla m e d
th r o a t and sp a sm o d ic
oough
m aybe
w h o o p in g couigh Is startin g in .
G iv e
F o le y ’ s H o n e y a n d T a r p ro m p tly .
It
h e lp s th e child ren s o very m u d h ,
an d
M rs. S h ip p s, R iaym ondsville, M o ., s a y s :“ I g o t fin e r e s u lts fro m It an d it is a
g r e a t m ed icin e fo r w h oop in g c o u g h .”
R.
H . P re b le .

Francis visited at S. R.
Norton’s
this week.
Erland Francis and his
mother,
visited at Ralph Ellsworth’s Sunday.
We were glad to welcome
Mr.
Goodwin back to his home* He has
been to Portland for an operation,
which proved successful.
He stood
this journey as wield as could be ex
pected.
The funeral of David Bean, Jr.,
Child Cross?

Fevprlsh?

Sick?

A cro ss, p e e v ish , listle ss child, w ith
coated ton gu e, p a le , d o e sn ’ t sle e p ; eats
so m e tim e s v e ry little , then ag ain
rav
e n o u sly ; sto m a c h so u r;
b re a th
fe tid ;
p ain s In sto m a c h , w ith d ia rrh oea; grinds
te e th w h ile aslee p , an d s ta r ts up W ith
terror— a ll s u g g e s t a W o r m
K ille r—
s o m e th in g th a t e x p e ls W orm s, and a l
m o s t e very child thas th e m .
K ick ap o o
W o r m K ille r is n eed ed .
G et a b o x to 
d ay.
S ta r t
a t on ce .
You
w on’t
h a v e to c o a x , a s K ic k a p o o W o r m K ill
er is a ca n d y oon fection . E x p e ls the
w orm s,, th e c a u se o f y o u r ch ild ’s trou
b le.
25c. a t y o u r d ru ggist.

Strong visited their daughter, Mrs.
A. E. Ramsdell Sunday.
Bert Bates recently sheared sheep
in this part of the town.
Mrs. Esther J. 'Savage has recover
ed from her very severe illness and
is enjoying good health at the pres
ent, her many friends will be pleased
to hear.
IT

PAY8 TO ADVERTISE
IN
MAINE WOODS. LOW ADVER
TISING RATES-

R elieves

Bladder

D istress
ness.

and

W eak

Irre gu la r, p ain fu l blad d er w eak n esses
disap p ear w h en th e k idn eys are stro n g
and
h e a lth fu lly
a ctive.
Take
F o le y
K id n e y P ills fo r th a t b urning, scald in g
se n sa tio n -irre g u la r, painful a c tio n -h e a 
v y , sore feeeJlng an d b lad d er d istress.
Y o u w ill lik e their tonic resto rative e f 
fe c t— th e relief fr o m pain— q uick good
resu lts.
C o n tain n o h a rm fu l
drugs.
T r y them .
R . H . P reble.

M A I N E W O O DS, P H I L L I P S
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Othieais ^
Meanwhile the Dol- : Mrs. Fred Blanchard.
at 8.25 p. m. instead o f 4.50.
the determination to try if circnra.- walked away.
lbiea*s
are
not
anxious
to
have
the
assisted
in
the
entertaining
0f ^
A skunk that has been passing a stances were favorable.
He
got
Visit repeated.
children
by
readings,
were
M
rs.
Har
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UNWELCOME GUEST
MAKES A CALL

Pond and Stream Fishing Is
Good—Many Parties Try
Luck at Tufts.

Franklin
M arble Works
No.

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop,

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
Mattresses,

LET YOUR SUPPER
COOK ITSELF

Pillows.

New Tter/ection.

C. F. Chandler & Son,

O il C o o k -s to v e

COAL

Does everything any other stove will
do, in addition to fireless cooking.
For sale at all departm ent and hard
ware stores. Also 1,2,3, and 4 burner
sizes without fireless cooking ovens.
W rite direct for catalogue.

3. R.

ROSS

FOLEY K ID N EY
W anted

Attorney - at - La#

Feel Dull and Sluggish? Start
Liver to Working.

Your

I t b e a ts all how qu ick ly F o le y C a th a r
tic T a b le ts live n yx>tu; >}v©r, o v ercom e
c on stip ation —-m a k e yo u feei u v o iy
and
a c tiv e a g a in .
,T. L . M c K n ig h t,
F t.
W o r t h , T e x a s , s a y s :“ M y disa greeab le
sy m p to m s w ere en tirely rem oved b y the
thorough clean sin g F o le y C a th artic T a b —
g a v e m e .’ *
T h e y are a W onder. It.
H . iprtcble.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
New York
Albany

o i N ew Y ork

Buffalo
Boston

Pulpwood delivered
at
any point on line o f Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes
Railroad.
HA L E Y & FIELD
Phillips,
0

________ _

Beal Block. Phillips

Fire and LiIn?nra®f'

Dr. W . J. Carter,
DENTIST

Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5.
Maine appointment.

Evenings >1
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words, “ T he Lord Our
Burden the first of the week.
SERIOUS ACCIDENT the
Bearer.’ ’
Mrs. Ida Robbins sang a
William Hamscom shipped
four
young red foxes to Ralph Nichols of
IN THE WOODS |solo.
Will Love joy, V. S., was in King-

church Sunday and we listened to a day the guest of his sister and her
good gosp 11 sermon by Miss Crowell husband, Mr. and Mrs. William Bulfro n the text, “ The Son of
Man len.
The remains of Mrs. Leeman’s
Hath Power on Earth to
Forgive father, Warren Sullen were
taken
New Portland last w ek.
Sins."
Miss
,Crowed!
preaches from Nlcrw Portland to
] l’5eltl Monday on professional busin
Farmington
The stage and train changes time j Jesus in an earnest, convincing man-1for interment, while Mr. and
ess.
Mrs.
this
Monday, May 18, arriving
in ner and her hearers cannot fail to' Leeimian were in town.
C. V. Starbird has shut down his
She will preach inj Mrs. O. S. Byron is visiting her
t mill and has begun work on his mill Bigelow on the usual summer sched be impressed.
Reed’s Mill church once in two week* mother, Mrs. Sawyer of New Sharon.
room ule.
j of building a new enggine
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Fotter held at 2.30 o’clock until further notice.
I and putting in two new boilers. He
Mrs. Ed Brackett of Salem
was
their
; expects the work will take him sev tlu Sr' wedding reception at
the guest of Mrs. Walter
Baker
home on Eustis road,
Wednesday UNWELCOME GUEST MAKES A Monday.
eral weeks.
(Special Correspondence.)
CALL.
Strong, May 20.— Mr. and
M rs/
Benjamin Dodge moved his family |'Vf ri.™S’ May 13,
,1° lllo'wing is a
Mrs. F. E. Boynton was able to
be out to church Sunday.
Smith at New Portland visit- back from Farmington to their h o m e ly
^ y receiv« d; 112
Dana
Taylor Hill
e<j
in town Sunday.
|Saturday.
They have spent the win- **fce dinner set’
and
(Continued from Page Ten.)
Hanniger;
Miss Edna Gilman was inF a r-;ter in Farmington where their daughr <otter' salad bowl Ruth
May 19,
three bowls, Mrs. F. L. Cox;
fruit animal crackers.
miDgton last Friday on business.
ten W ilma and son Warren have atAlton
Ladd
had
the
misfortune
to
W.
S.
Parsons
of
East
New
Portj
dish and embroidered sofa pillow,
jlrs. Dan Leighton went to Far- tended school.
Warren is still conhorses
town |lose one of his big work
Daisy Fotter; vinegar cruel, Oscar land called on relatives 'in
mington Falls Monday to visit her tanning bis school work,
last week.
Tamigie; fruit dish and agate tea! Saturday.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Win. BlandMrs* Mary Ann Dodge- remains in
Fred Fuller of New Vineyard spent
Mr. and Mrs. Guy O. Small
re
pot,
Royal
Scribner;
fancy
cake
plate!
very poor health, her friends
are
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Wilson; ! turned to their home in Lynn, Mass., the wriek end with his brother, S.
Another serious accident occurred sorry
know,
Mrs. W. B. Small
re-] D. Fuller.
water pitcher, Henry Taungey; j Tuesday.
last Friday when Fred LeBre? broke Hervey \ iuing is moving into a glass
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Bond is spend
two silver spoons, Mrs.
Charles turned to Farmington Tuesday. Mrs.
and badly crushed hie leg, while rent *n bis brother W illie Vining’s! Rjcke.r -and son; silver sugar shell, E. J. Voter has returned to
her ing a few weeks with his parents,
cttlag wood near Lincoln Smith’s.
»r®“
1-ome he
recently CMr}ei. W 7Z ‘n; d iv e r cold
B. T. Bond.
m eat! home in Stratton,
He was in the woods alone
and! bo*a to Mr. Nye and family
from fork, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Irvin I. Peck, who has been in
Herbert Cook and Alton
Ladd
______
Wyman*
n m p n in .w lum Noi til -AllSOIl.
months, are working for GtOme Dickey.
about 8 o’clock pVHrl-nxr
Friday morning
li-er
*““
\two silver spoons, Berna and'A lm a New Hampshire for three
andspoon
for the
tlire,3 weeks visiting
cut a tree
which tell againstan*
’ 1 .
* b' 'J'
ar
P se v,ere
White; silver berry
andlast
alarm
other tree
crushing the
leg between
U 'drmmgton Monday on
business, j
clock> ■Mr< a(nd Mrs.
T. Mrs.
Porter*
his F.
sister,
Simon P. Connary of SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR MAINE
the two tre s.
He could reach a! Mlss’ lra ^ lu tm g remains quite sfflver berry sp0Wlf Prsuikie Burrell'. ’ Stratford, N. H., returned to town
WOOD8 AND READ ALL THE
small timber and managed to
pry ll\> suitering tram an abscess m h er;bouDd book> HeLaTul Taylor,
Glen Tuesday and is stopping with his
LOCAL NEWS.
the tree enough to get his leg out.
^
^
,
IFotter; glass berry dish, linen table aunt, Mrs. Hamden.
Carroll Lander has recently pur
He found he was too far away to be
r le Strong base bald nine went to j cloth> one dozen napkLn,s and glass
P O S IT IV E PR O O F
uH-ips Saturday and played a very water setf Mr and Mrg
Myron chased of A. J. Hunnewell th|e six
beard and h< was obliged to drag
himself throu i brush, swamps and ^ ei-estin g game'
The
soore
w as; Stevens; one dozen tumblers, Mrs acre field on Riverside street be
the)
G reatest
brooks, and i eleven o ’clock Frank I 21. to 5 in favor of Strang* Tlley ^
A, White and son; cream
pitcher, low Fay Lane’s and intends to build j Sihctiltlf Convince
L. A.
Norton has
tray, this spring.
Worthiey, wh. was building fence in gGl’ ng to Temiple to play next Sat- Rosamond Cox; glass spoon
Skeptic in Phillips.
Mr. and Mrs.
bis pasture,
ard a peculiar sound urday*
■Lewis Fotter; brush and comb tray, charge of the work.
and on investagating found the unSoule and Gilkey of
Farmington Mrs. Gertrtide Cox; fancy cake plate, Lander are now living in Mrs. Eliza
Because it’s the evidence of a Phil
fortunate man whohadbeen four hours liave been doing some cemetery work Inez Parker, fancy cake plate, Olive beth Weymouth’s house.
lips citizen.
The
rear
of
the
Mt.
Abram
pulp
making himself heard.
He
was
past week in the village cemet- and Burton Fletcher; cup and saucer
Testimony easily investigated,
then taken to his home and Dr. C. ery*
and cracker jar, -Clyde and Frankie! drive passed Kingfielid Wednesday.
The strongest
endorsement of
Refreshments
of
fruit,
iaei
cream
W. Bell was called and reduced the
Henry O lh er of I- arming-ton was Vaughan; y2 dozen silver knives and
merit.
fracture as well as it was possible a caBer in town tue first of the forks, Harold and Carroll
Stevens; I and cake were served by the com
The best mo of. Read it:
Signal
24 piece silver set, Angus Buchanan, f mittee a the meeting of
to do in th swollen' and lacerated week.
Nathaniel B. Kennedy, carpenter.
Light
Chapter
O.
E.
S.
Tuesday
The
entire
Alton Ladd had the misfortune to pair of towels and fancy tea
pot,
condition it vas in.
Pleasant st., Phillips, Me., says: “ I
There was work.
and evening.
community i mpathize with Mr. Le*- loSe a n*ce work horse a few days Gladys Leighton; silver spcon
noticed that my kidneys were not
G.
K.
Richards
goes
to
Strong
^
'chamber set, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter!
Bree in tills sad accident. A strange ago*
acting just right.
The secretions
next
week
to
work
on
the
setting
of
just
Dennis Soule of Buxton
was in Scribner; rug, Mr. and Mrs. Roland
coincident is that it happened
■BBHH
passed too frequent and there was
a
boiler
in
C.
V.
Starbird’s
mill.
He
three weeks from tin* day Walter town. a few days recently. Mcr. Soule Fotter;
dozen silver
teaspoons,
a constant duP oain in the small of
Bradford brok- and crushed bis leg. bitends to mo\e here in the
near Rena and Ruby Burrell;
y2 doezn will probably be away a couple of my back.
I was very dizzy at
weeks.
P. D. Stubbs made a business trip future.
.
.
napkins, Mrs. Mary Fotter
and
timeis
and
soots
floated before my
Mrs. Pbila Butts went to Farmingto North Anson the first of
the
Miss Alice Hopkins of
Wilton daughter Stella; one pair of towels
eyes.
I knew that my kidneys were
ton
Thursday
on
her
way
to
Nor
week.
spent Sunday with her friend Miss and rocking cliah,. Mrs.
Cl anuria
and out of order and I tried many remed
Dr. J. W. Nichols of Farmington EUa Fullerton.
She returned Mom-1 Fotter; one pair of towels, Georgia way to visit her sons Ralph
Ellery Colbumi Butts.
She will be ies that I thought might help me,
was a professional caller in town day morning.
and Lloyd Smart. There were about
Finally, I got
accompanied by another son Merl, but without success.
Saturday.
Mrs* W1U Conant and children ex- 75 present.
A generous treat
of
from Stratton and will remain about a box of Doan’s Kidney Pills at
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Goldsmith of pect to start far Iowa CIty- Iowa- in candy, peanuts and cigars were servCragin’s Drug store (now Preble’s
a wop Ik.
Soutli Paris are in town visiting her a,)OUt tvvo weeks.
They have
a ed.
Games were played until a late
Freeland Mosher and family
of Drug store), and in six weeks, they
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lorin T. Hunt- host of friends here who will great-, hour when all departed with
many
At that time
Farmington are expected to move ria me of the trouble.
ly regret their departure'.
wishes for a long and lia,ppy life.
I publicly recommended this remedy
to
town
soon.
They
will
live
in
road
eommissiomMiss Elenor Dodge of the Normal; David Richardson, 1A
WU '“'u
^ imiJ” ni' J,uri Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Caldwell one of the iGeo. Wintem rents.
and I now willingly confirm my form
school, Farmington, spent the week er' ‘ as. ®en su fenng from
blood( have gone to Spring Lake where he
Jasper Bean of Madrid is visiting er statement.”
«
»iU> Miss Carrie Hunter.
poison -n hte hand caused by getting wlu drW, » bnckboard and she will
“ When your back is lame—re
George Crocker, Jr., for a few days.
Miss Ira Whiting has been very it scratched with blackberry bushes, j do table WQpk
member the name.” Don’t; sdmpliy ask
D
|am
Lane
of
Skowihegan
is
the
Arbor Day was observed in the
ill the past week.
She is,
how
for a kidney remedy—ask distinctly
Mrs. Effie Welch is cooking at guest of his brother, Fay Lane.
village schools by cleaning up the
ever, better at this writing.
Spring Lake.
Word has been received that Cur for Doan’s Kidnev Pills, the same
yard
and
scho
’
rooms
and
the
Sen
Mrs. Walter Bradford wa.s in Far
. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Parnell have rier Weymouth is sick in bed with that Mr. Kennedy had—the remedy
mington on business Saturday after ior class planted a tree in the yard.
backed by home testimony.
50c all
Jim
Carr
underwent
a
surgical
opS0
11^ to Chain of Ponds to work this the mumps.
noon,
stores.
Foster-Mllbura
Co.,
Props.*
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
A.
Leeman
were
eration last Monday. The operation' summer.
Clarence Tash is the night oper
in Farmington from Saturday to Mon Buffalo, N. Y.
was performed by Dr. C. W. Bell.
I Mrs. Lottie Taylor wvmt to Portator in the Central telephone office.
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey W elch and! land Monday as a delegate to the
Mrs. Samuel Gilman was a busin
ess caller in Farmington
Saturday daughter Orra of Freeman are stop- Pythian Sisters convention,
ping In town a few weeks. Mr. Welch
We wish to make a correction
afternoon.
Miss on the amount of money invested in
Albert Jackman
of
Skowlbegan is doing carpenter work and
Stratton’s Fur farm item of
last
spent Sunday with his sister, Mrs. Orro is attending school.
The
Boy
Scouts
did
not
meet
this
iweek.
It
should
have
read
$2,500,
A. C. Robbins.
Prin. H. Claire Miller and assistant week on the account of the absence instead of $12,500, as printed.
Alice C. Smith attended the tr a c k -'ot Uieir leader’ Rev’ W ’ P’ Hoiman.
meet at Lewiston Saturday.
They
Char,es Pea“ haB recently
purreturned to Farmington Sunday and chased a llouse Iot of L’ L- Partridge,
hove home Sunday afternoon.
:, The lot ‘s between Mr. Partridge’s
The Ladies’ Aid met this week ^ouse and Mrs’ Kershner’s. Mr.
May 18.
Pith Mrs. Reliance Daggett.
T l,e lPea8e plans to bulld a ho« o
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Gray gave
summer.
ladies finished some work for the
J. Blford W inslow went to Far-ia reception to their friends the 16.
lair, which is to be held May 27.
mington Tuesday morning where he There was a good attendance and a
Next Sunday will be observed as
very pi lasant evening was enjoyed.
had been drawn as juryman.
Memorial Sunday at the Methodist
Elliott Glover is having his sum-1 Refreshments of peanuts, candy and
•torah.
Die pastor " *"
' mer house here tihoraurMy repaired. Ipopped cam were served. Tine guests
pproprlate address toom the suh»
left many tokens of their MendsMp.
ject, Abraham Lincoln. The mem,
^ , I ,
,
bers of the G. A. R. and the Worn- been in town the past* week tuniD£
Tliere was a g00d attendance at
an's Relief Corps, and all interested j pianos’ _____________________
; ... ■ " — r ■
Helps Kidney an d Bladder
T ro u b le
citizens are invited.
E v e r y b o d y S atisfied .
Rev. W. P. Holman is visiting in
Everywhere people are taking- F o le y
Wiiltom and Dixfield.
Mr. Holman’s
.Kidney FliUs, a n d are so s a tis fie d th e y
father, J. J. Holman Is in very poor
urge others to ta k e them a ls o . A . T .
May 19.
Kelly, McIntosh, Ala., says:- “I recomhealth.
Dr. C. E. Btili of Strong was in mend them to all who suffer! from kidLinwood Foster* has gone to Dead
. . .
_
,
Iney trouble® and baokaohe-for they are
town
last week on hais way to b lag- B n e _>,
Best thing you can ta k e for
River to drive a stage this summer.
staff,
where
he
assisted
by
Dr.
E.
I backache, weak back and rh e u m a tis m .
A large audience 1 listened to an
Prebieexcellent sermon last Sunday mam- J. Brown operated on Raymond Rick- j lIi*
tag by the pastor, Rev. W eston P. er for appendicitis.
Franklin Savage has so far re
Holman, who used for liis subject,
covered from liis illness as to
be
afble to -ride out.
When run 4owtn with kidney trouble,
Mins. E. J. Brown is at Flagstaff
This is the time for
backache, rheumatism or bladder weak- . . .
_
xfo^imnud RiVkpr
n*ss, tuAi quickly few help to Poley taking care of Raymond Kicker.
When you place your order for a piano with a
Kidney pills.
You cannot take them
Mrs. Blanche Raymond iB visiting
Sh as.emNW
K S 'd ,
daughter and family, Mrs. Merl
city piano dealer you may make up your mind to
results.
G
N . ‘ SJxUt
Fox,
T, says:
“ F o le y K id n e y P ills
h a v e Blanchard in New Vineyard
kme me more good than $150.00 worth
this fact that you are paying him from $50 to $100
Mrs. Mabel Mayho Doran of Rumof medicine."
T h e y g iv e y o u g o o d r e 
ford
Falls
is
visiting
relatives
in
sults.
above the wholesale price o f the piano to cover his
__
R. H. P R E B L E .
town.
Over 1,000 satisfied
“ SELLING E X PE N SE ” and they charge you their
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Parker have
customers in Franklin County.
lf. g i s l a t i v e NOTICE.
moved into the Peter Cushman house.
profit on top o f that. I CHALLENGE AN YBODY
.The joint Special Committee of the SeventyQuite a crowd of young peolple at
Bixth Leeislature authorize*! to inquire into th "
amount of c >mp msation and services render d tended thio wedding reception of Mr.
TO DENY TH AT FACT PUBLICLY.
by all State and County officials whose salaries
*rp determinable by the Legislature, give notice and Mrs. Elmer Fotter.
that they will nive a public, hearing at the Court
W. A. Dill of Phillips was in town
House in Farmington on

Road Commissioner Richardson
Suffering From Blood Poison
ing-Other Strong Notes.

relatives

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

REED'S MILLS.

WALL PAPER

For This Purpose In
Great Variety A t

C. E. DYER’S

STRATTON.

M A IN E .

STRONG,

PIANO TRUTHS

Watkins Liniment
and Cough Remedy.

ERNEST L. MILLS,

Thursday, June 4, 1914,
*t ten o’clock in the forenoon. All persons in
terested in th*- subject matter of the hearing are
invited to be-present and to express themselves.
HERBERT S. W ING. Chairman.
LAUREN M SA N B O R N , Sectretary.

THE

FOIXY
KIDNEY PELS
iA«K?eirfi Kl BBi Y5
BLADDER
MW

I

CH AS. W . NORTON,

W A TK IN S M AN

Pleasant St.,

Phillips, Me.

C h urch

S tre e t

-

-

F a r m in g t o n ,

M a in e

M A IN E

12

W OO DS,

P H IL L IP S , M A IN E

M A Y 21, 1914

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

STRAW
HAT
TIME
P a n a m a s , Sail
ors, C u r l b r i m s ,
etc., etc.
Crash hats, Silk
hats.
W a r m weather
c l o t h i n g o f a ll
kinds.
Khaki pants.
Tennis Shoes.
U n der wear,
shirts,
pajam as,
night shirts.
C o l l a r s , neck
wear, hosiery.

A T THE

CLOTHING
STORE

Inspector
Pennell,
Sealer
of
Carl Curtis of Farming-toil,
agent
for the Buick automobile, was in Weights and Measures was in town
recently and inspected the
public
town Monday.
scales
of
R.
H.
Preble,
finding
them
Mrs. Cony M. Hoyt and daughter,
Maxine, acre guests of her
sister, O. K.
Mrs. John Bump, nee
Mertie
Mrs. J. Guy Everreitt in Portland this
Sweat
of
Portland
and
children
have
week.
The female fox which was brought been quaranteened six weeks on ac
little
here hy Fred M. Berry of the North- count of scarlet fever, the
daughter
having
been
ill
with
the
lando Fur Co., for breeding purposes
disease.
is reported to have escaped.
Both Fred Morton and his
son t Fred MaMeirman of Dixfield is in
George had excellent luck with the! town with his little son while his
rod recently.
Mr. Morton caught wife is at the Cicentral Maine General
four fine salmon in Mt. Blue
pond hostpital where she underwent a sur
and George caught bis limit in Baibb gical operation.
Miss Blanche Savage was a recent
brook the same day.
week-end
guest of her aunt,
Mrs.
-Herbert W ill recently purchased a
A. D: Graffam.
Mias Savage is at
fine piano of Charles W. Norton of
tending the Farmington
Normal
Farmington.
school.
The first automobile driven from,
Rangeley to Phillips this spring was I In the home of Mr, and Mrs. L.
driven down by Loring Haley of B. Costello, Lewiston, on a recent
evening, Twin City
Parliamentary
Rangeley Monday.
Isaac Ellis of Rangeley
was in club took pleasure in giving an in
formal party to Miss Sadie M. Cos
town this wefeik.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwin Webber passed tello of Wells, formerly of this city,
Sunday in Portland this week,
re whose marriage to Dr. Hanscome of
Gneiene will soon toke place. Mem
turning home Monday.
J. C. Tirrell of the International bers gathered on the back porch at
with
Mfg. Co., had a narrow escape from the Costello home and then
lighted
candles
entered
the
house,
a serious injury Monday.
A piece
appropriate
of shafting at the mill flew off, singing an original and
song,
completing
the
last
verse as
striking him in the head,
cutting
they circled about the
bride-elect.
quite a gash.
original
Everett Knapp, Miss Algie Pratt Each one then gave an
and Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Blaisdell rhyme or a quotation and the presi
were at Mt. Blue fishing Sunday and dent, Mrs. H. M. Woodman, the last
caught three salmon weighing in all to contribute a sentiment,i presented
to Miss Costello from the club a
five pounds.
Later on de
R. H. Preble went to
Farmington handsome percolator.
served,
Tuesday to take Masonic
chapter licious refreshments were
degrees.
He drove from Phillips in j Mrs. Costello being assisted by Miss
the afternoon, returning the next Lillian Mills, Miss Louise Costello
and Master Russell Costello.
morning.
Miss Percis Hackett left Tuesday
Whitman Toothaker, who has been
to take up a hew position in Con in charge of the supply store of the
way, N. H.
Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes rail
Angia Jacobs and Daniel Wells re road has had to give up the position
cently purchased Ford automobiles of on account of ill health.
Arthur Graffam.
Mrs. Phebe Butterfield of Russell’s
R. H. Preble who has entered the Mills, Farmington, celebrated
her
Portland Press Merchants Manufact
uring Campaign reports that lie now
stands third in this district.
The indigestion? Can’t Eat? No Appetite?
A treatment of Electric Bitters In
fact that Mr. Preble did not enter creases
your appetite; stops indiges
,'untii his competitors bad a good tion; you can eat any tiring.
A real
start shows that Mr. Preble
is spring tonic for liver, kidney and stom
ach troubles.
Cleanses youi^
whole
putting forth his best efforts to win. system and you feel flue.
Electric
Grangers especially should take an Bitters did more for Mr. T. D. Peeble’s
interest in his standing for they are stomach troubles than any medicine he
ever tried.
Get a bottle to-day 60c.
to receive the benefit of his ef and $1.00, at your Druggist.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Eczema.
forts.
Mrs. Howard Leavitt returned Sat
urday from a few days in Portland.

j

A. S. Pratt’s

A Stubborn Cough Is Wearing and Risky

Letting a stubborn cough "hang on*»
in the spring Is risky.
Foley Honey
& Tiar Compound heals raw
inflamed
surfaces in the throat and bronchial
tubes—makes sore, weak spots sound
and whole—stops stubborn,
tearing
coughs.
Refuse substitutes.
R. H.
Preble.

WE

S O L IC IT

THE

PATRO N

AGE OF T H A T CLA SS © F D E 
P O S IT O R S

W HO

ABSOLUTE

OF
j T

No. 5 Beal Block,

8A FETY

O UR C A P IT A L

D . F. HOYT,

sa fety

t TER E8T

F IR S T .

AND 8U R P LU S

$110,000.00

h a t

C O N S ID E R

GUARANTEES
,

RATE

and

our

IS T H E

in

-

H IG H -

E S T R A T E C O N S IS T E N T W IT H
SUCH 8A F E T Y .

Phillips, Maine

| Phillips National
Bank
it'.

t

MAINE

PHILLIPS,

S
Agency for the Universal
Steam Laundry.

Sedgeley £> Go.

Two Great Centers
ot
r

People And Stores
There are said to be more people who get on and off the
cars at Strong than at any place of equal size in the world.
There are probably more stores in Phillips than in any
town of equal size in the world.
It is a grand good thing to have enough home stores
to supply all the needs o f all the people.
One result o f the many stores is that it attracts the
buying public for miles around to come to Phillips to do
shopping.
Another result o f the many stores is that our firm’s
sales were a few hundred dollars less last year.
(To be
exact $1556.94.)
It is now up to us to make good. And we will tell you
how we propose to do it. We have already added to our
business a line of ladies’ ready-to-wear hats. And to make
up the balance o f the deficiency caused by too many stores
we shall add men’ s work pants and sweaters and only such
other lines in men’ s goods as are absolutely necessary to
keep the amount of our sales up to the old figure.
Conditions will sometime adjust themselves so that
one firm will have a shoe store, another firm a dry goods
store, and another a men’s furnishing store and so on,
which will be better for both the merchant and the cus
tomer.

BUT
W hat Do Y ou Think o f This?
HOSIERY GUARANTEE

PH OTOGRAPH IC Ladies’, Girls’, B oys’ Hose, 25c a pair
STUDIO
Don’t have to buy only one pair if it’s all you want
Satisfaction is what we want
Y o u are the ju d g e

At End o f Bridge

N ow
Open
For Business

BUTTERICK PATTERNS IN STOCK

C. M. HOYT

Up to date Photos of all des
Farmers' telephone
criptions. Developing and Print
No. 2 Beal Block,
Phillips, Me.
ing for Amateurs.
Enlarging
and Copying, etc. Oil Painting
and Water Colors.
87th birthday cun May 1, and Is In W atch Cases, Watch M
ove
When we make our Portraits of YOUR the enjoyment of very good health.
children the naturalness of Expression
of
is manifest in the Picture. The happy Mrs. Butterfield was a native
little smile, the innocent look that you Phillips, her parents being James and
know so well, are a part of the Portrait.
Alice Marron-Lufkin.
Miss Bessie Higgins of the Far
mington Normal school was the guest
of her brother, Dr. E. C. Higgins
over Sunday, a week.

SEEDS

In Bulk and Package

ments, W atch Chains,
Watch Fobs
Men’s Rings, Ladies’ Rings,
Baby Rings, Wedding
Rings, Diamond
R ings.
A . G. CRONKHITE,
MAINE
PHILLIPS,

MILLINER!
A new and up-to-date line of Spring
Millinery, trimmed and untrimmed
shapes.
E. MABELLE CLOUSE

TOOTHAKER’ S

Comfort Cottage

Phillips,

CASH STORE

-

The

*

BEAUTY FLO!

Maine

Is

|---------- ------------------------------- 1
This week at

M E T Z “ 22”

BEAN’S !

T h e Practical Car
U. S Government engineers, em
ployed at present on canal costruction in eastern Washington, tested
a number of makes to find the car
that would travel the rough roads
of that section: and they selected
and purchased the Metz “ 22’ '

Open Saturday
Evenings.

Straw berries
Cukes

Dandelions
Lettuce

Price $475, Completely equipped, F. 0. B. Waltham, Mass.

e. W . S K IL L IN G S ,
Route4,

;

^Oranges

j

Radish 7

N ew Onions

Farmington, Maine.

Agent for Franklin County.

Spinach

ij
■

O. K.
At

% B . S . B E E D Y ’S
£

STORE
A SUGGESTION
If you break or lose

your _

kindly notify me and I will furnish you
EXACT duplicates on short notice.

F R A N K F. GRAVES,
Registered O p to m e tri* t
NEW SHARON, - MAINE.

Y ou w a n t to ad v ertla a vrtiert y<*
B an anas: c a n o « t th a b se t re su lts from ntot*V
•w__ s a . l ____ U / aa Hb

